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Abstract

This thesis mainly focuses on the photophysical properties and potential sens-

ing applications of a designed fluorescent distyrylbenzene-related fluorophore.

This fluorophore, which we refer to as “P4VB” in this work shows a large

fluorescence spectral shift upon exposure to certain local environments. In

this work, the response to protonation is shown to result in a blue-to-orange

shift in the visible emitted color. The main research in this thesis then focuses

on how one might develop this color-shifting fluorophore for several possi-

ble applications, mainly relating to sensing. We start by examining how the

fluorescence polarization can be controlled by incorporation of P4VB into a

zinc-based metal-organic framework. Next, we show how P4VB can be used

for paper-based carbon dioxide sensing, which is based on the formation and

detection of carbonic acid in a humid carrier gas. Finally, we show how the

sensing capacity can be dramatically enhanced by taking advantage of analyte

partitioning into P4VB-loaded oil droplets. All of these methods capitalize on

the ratiometric sensing approach afforded by a color-change fluorophore. We

finally discuss the limitations of fluorescence color-shift sensing and potential

further developments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of organic fluorophores

The term “chromophore” is often used to describe a molecular structure that

gives color to a material or solution. Many materials are chromophores; for

example, chlorophyll is the organic molecule responsible for photosynthesis,

which also gives leaves their characteristic green color [1]. In this thesis, we

will classify organic fluorophores as carbon-based chromophores that, in addi-

tion to potentially being a colorant, are also emissive or fluorescent [2].

Organic fluorophores can emit in any region of the visible spectrum, and

they can be classified into several general types. They often contain π-conjugated

aromatic rings that develop an energy gap between the bonding and antibond-

ing orbitals. Some fluorescent organic fluorophores even occur in living organ-

isms; for example, green fluorescent protein is found in the jellyfish Aequorea

Victoria, which emits green fluorescence under UV excitation [3]. Nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide (NAD) is a coenzyme, which shows a blue fluorescence

under a UV light source [4]. Owing to the wide variety of organic fluorophores,

we will start by briefly defining some of their major classes in order to place

the research work presented in this thesis into a more general context.

Fluorescent organic dyes are synthetic compounds, generally with π conju-

gated aromatic structures. There is an enormous number of fluorescent organic

dyes [5], [6], so, to aid in our task of describing these compounds, we will clas-
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sify them into several broad groups (see Fig. 1.1). For example, the well-known

family of rhodamine dyes consists of a group of orange-red-fluorescent com-

pounds that are characterised by the presence of a fused, triple-ring aromatic

core and a secondary benzene ring linked through a single bond to the central

core (Fig. 1.1h) [7], [8]. Various organic groups can be attached to this basic

structure, leading to a range of fluorescence typically in the orange or red part

of the spectrum and with quantum efficiencies up to 98% [7].

Another example of a common dye family is the pyrenes, which these com-

pounds feature a backbone consisting of four fused benzene rings (Fig. ??).

Pyrenes are colorless in the solid form and typically have a blue or violet fluo-

rescence in solution [7]. Examples include 1-methylpyrene and 3-methylpyrene

(Fig. 1.1k) [9], which differ only in the position of one of the methyl groups.

The benzopyrenes have one more aromatic ring linked to the pyrene backbone

and have a similar blue emission [10]. Other common families of organic dyes,

include the azo dyes (yellow or red) [5], cyanine dyes (orange or red) [11],

xanthene dyes (red) [12], nitro dyes (green or yellow) [13], quinones dyes (yel-

low or orange) [14], acridine dyes (green) [15], oxazine dyes (yellow or orange)

[16], triarylmethane dyes (green) [17], coumarin dyes (blue or green) [18], and

anthracene dyes (blue or green) [19] (Fig. 1.1). Each of these families presents

a group of closely related molecular structures with various solubilities and

emission characteristics that can be selected for specific applications.

Of direct relevance to this work, we mention another class of organic dyes:

the distyrylbenzenes (DSBs). The base structure of the DSB family consists

of three benzene rings connected linearly via a single and a double bond (Fig.

1.1m). DSB has a strong blue or teal fluorescence in solution, ranging into the

green with the addition of sodium hydroxide [20]. As with the other dye fam-

ilies, changing the molecular sidegroups by the addition of electron donating

or withdrawing substituents modifies the absorption and fluorescence. Impor-

tantly for this work, replacing the terminal benzene rings with pyridines shifts

the wavelength from blue to teal and, as we will see later, can potentially lead
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Figure 1.1: Diagrams showing the chemical structures of several families of
organic dyes. The basic structure characterizing each family is shown in the
first diagram of each line. Several specific examples of dyes belonging to each
family are shown.
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to several other interesting photophysical effects.

Metal-organic complexes can be considered a sub-class of organic fluo-

rophores, in which a transition metal links several organic ligands [21]. Tris(2-

phenylpyridine)iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3) is an excellent example that is used as a

green phosphor in organic light emitting diode (OLED) displays. In Ir(ppy)3,

the central iridium ion links three 2-phenylpyridine groups forming a trigonal

planar structure. The main functions of metal ion include directing molecular

coordination, increasing the molecular rigidity, enhancing the radiative tran-

sitions, and improving the charge transport characteristics [22]. Heavy metal

ions such as platinum and iridium also increase the rate of the singlet-triplet

intersystem crossing, which can result in highly efficient spin-forbidden phos-

phorescence. The coordinating metal ions contain delocalized electrons which

can also improve the charge carrier mobility [22]. Charge transport is impor-

tant in the performance of the light emitting devices (LEDs) because a high

charge mobility can enhance the electron-hole recombination efficiency.

Conjugated organic polymers (CPs) can be viewed as another class of or-

ganic light emitters. They are similar to organic dyes except that they form

long molecular chains from a basic conjugated repeat unit. This bestows to

CPs a blend of fluorophore-like opto-electronic characteristics combined with

polymer-like physical properties. An advantage of CPs is that their bulky side

groups can prevent or minimize interchain interactions, aggregation, and ex-

cimer formation, which can otherwise lead to concentration quenching effects

in many organic dyes (see Section 1.4). CPs have tunable molecular structures,

which can be adjusted for specific applications such as lasing [23]. Unlike con-

ventional organic fluorophores, CPs remain highly emissive in neat films and

can even achieve stimulated emission and lasing in this form [24]. CPs are often

based on certain specific repeat units in the chain backbone; common exam-

ples include polyacetylene (PA), poly(para-phenylene) (PPP), poly(phenylene-

vinylene) (PPV), polyfuran (PF), and polypyrrole (PPy) (Fig. 1.2) [25], [26].

For example, poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene](MEH-
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PPV) is a common and widely-studied PPV polymer derivative that features

a strong red-orange fluorescence [27].

Figure 1.2: Diagrams illustrating example CP structures, specifically (a) poly-
acetylene (PA), (b) poly(para-phenylene) (PPP), (c) poly(phenylene-vinylene)
(PPV), (d) polyfuran (PF), and (e) polypyrrole (PPy).

Organic fluorophores have widespread applications in numerous areas – al-

most too many to list in detail. These include organic light-emitting diode

(OLED) displays [28], lighting [29], biological imaging [30], fluorescence-based

sensing [31], biological tagging [32], and lasing [33]. Organic fluorophores are

used as active emitting layers in OLEDs and display screens [34]. In biolog-

ical imaging, quinone-based fluorophores are applied as fluorescent molecular

probes in vivo due to their low cytotoxicity and small molecular size, which

yields a high cell permeability [34]. Fluorescence-based sensing is another espe-

cially common application. Sensing schemes are usually classified according to

whether the analyte quenches the fluorescence (“turn-off sensing”), activates

it (“turn-on”), or leads to a fluorescence color shift. The latter is attractive

because it enables a ratiometric response which can eliminate many problems

associated with turn-off or turn-on sensors [35]. Organic fluorophores have

been used in highly tunable dye lasers for at least 5 decades [36], and more

recently, fluorescent proteins have enabled the development of the first bio-
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lasers due to their good biocompatibility, high quantum efficiency and high

photostability. Bio-lasers integrate microcavities and dye-infused biological

structures including living cells [37].

1.2 Basic optical and electronic properties of

organic fluorophores

Before starting on the main research in this thesis, this chapter will give a

review of the basic photophysics and the origin of the light emission in organic

fluorophores. Organic fluorophores have an electronic energy gap between the

π and π* orbitals which causes the light-emission ability. According to molecu-

lar orbital theory, these orbitals arise from the “combination” of the individual

atomic orbitals in the associated molecular structure [38]. This orbital blend-

ing is described by the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) theory

[39]. The mathematical description of the LCAO is a simple sum given by

Φi = c1iχ1 + c2iχ2 + c3iχ3 + · · · + c1nχn, where Φi is the molecular orbital

obtained by combining n atomic orbitals denoted χi [40]. The coefficients, cni,

can be determined by the Hartree-Fock (HF) method used to find the energy

and wave functions of N-body systems in a stationary state [41].

Atomic orbitals are combined in covalent bonds so that their wavefunctions

overlap [42], [43]. Constructive overlap creates molecular “bonding orbitals”,

for reasons now explained. In bonding molecular orbitals, the associated elec-

trons are located in the region between two nuclei of the adjacent atoms. For

example, in an H2 molecule, if the hydrogen 1s atomic orbitals with the same

wave functions combine to form a bonding “molecular” orbital, then the elec-

trons are located between two nuclei and attract them toward each other,

thus making the molecule more stable [42]. This is an exothermic process.

The atomic orbitals can also combine via destructive interference, forming the

antibonding molecular orbitals [42]. As opposed to the bonding molecular or-

bitals, the electrons in antibonding orbitals will be found outside the space
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between two nuclei. The electrons thus pull the positive nuclei away from one

other, so this type of molecular orbital makes the bond between the two nuclei

less stable [42].

Hybridization is the process of mixing atomic orbitals when covalent bonds

are formed [44]. The sp orbital hybridizations are the mixture of s orbitals and

p orbitals, denoted by sp, sp2, or sp3 hybridization. For example, in carbon

atoms, the 2s orbital and all three 2p orbitals (px, py, and pz) hybridize to

form four equivalent sp3 hybridized orbitals pointing toward the corners of a

tetrahedron (see Fig. 1.3 for methane). Each hydrogen 1s orbital overlaps

with one of the four carbon sp3 orbitals to from one single sigma bond [45].

Sigma bonds are symmetrical upon a rotation around the bond axis and are

on a line joining the two nuclei (Fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3: A diagram illustrating the CH4 molecular orbitals. The four hy-
drogen s orbitals can overlap the carbon sp3 orbitals to form four sigma bonds.
The angle between each hybridized sp3 orbital is 109.5° [45], [46].

Similarly, sp2 hybridization presents a mixture of a 2s orbital and only two

of the three 2p orbitals in carbon [47], [48]. Here, C2H4 is a good example.

Each hydrogen 1s orbital overlaps with the two of the three carbon sp2 orbitals

to form sigma bonds (Fig. 1.4). The third sp2 orbital overlaps with the sp2

orbital from another carbon atom to form a C–C sigma bond. Compared with

sp3 hybridization, sp2 hybridization has only three hybridized orbitals, leaving

an unhybridized p orbital. The unhybridized p orbitals from two carbon atoms
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can then overlap to form a π bond [48]. The resulting σ and π bonds between

two carbon atoms form a double bond (Fig. 1.4). The π bond thus consists of

two p orbitals perpendicular to the axis of the sigma bonds (Fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.4: A diagram for the C2H4 molecular orbital. The angle between each
sp2 orbital is 120° and all three sp2 orbitals are in the same plane. The double
bond consists of the π and σ orbitals. The blue color represents p orbitals;
green color represents sigma bonds; red color represents hydrogen s orbitals.

Finally, sp orbital hybridization results in triple bond formation [48]. For

example, C2H2 has two carbon atoms and two hydrogen atoms. Each hydro-

gen can overlap with one of the carbon sp hybridized orbitals to form a C-H

sigma bond (Fig. 1.5), while the remaining sp orbital can overlap with the sp

orbital from another carbon to form a C–C sigma bond. The two remaining

unhybridized p orbitals overlap with the p orbitals from another carbon to

form two π bonds [49]. The two π bonds and one sigma bond complete a

triple bond (Fig. 1.5).

Figure 1.5: A simple sketch illustrating the C2H2 molecular orbitals. The triple
bond consists of one σ and two π bonds [49]. Blue represents π orbitals in the
y direction; yellow represents p orbitals in the x direction; green represents
sigma bonds; red represents hydrogen s orbitals.

Staying with the previous example of molecular hydrogen, there are only
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two electrons in the molecule. So, these two electrons can fill one bonding

molecular orbital according to the Pauli principle [50]. The total number of

molecular orbitals is the same as the number of atomic orbitals used to form

them, so, for other more complex molecules, there can be multiple molecular

orbitals. The electrons fill the lowest bonding molecular orbital first (Hund’s

rules are used to predict the how the orbitals are ordered in terms of their

energy) [51]. Once all the electrons have filled the lowest-energy molecular or-

bitals in order, the energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) represents

the lowest-energy optical transition. The energies associated with these levels

is important for fluorescence and energy or charge transfer between different

compounds [52].

There are several methods that can be used to measure or calculate the

HOMO and LUMO energies, such as ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy

(UPS) [53], inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES) [54], absorption mea-

surements [55], cyclic voltammetry (CV) [56], and density functional theory

(DFT) calculations [57]. While only DFT was performed in this research, it

is nevertheless important to recognize the methods available.

UPS measures the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons emitted from occu-

pied electronic states upon excitation by ultraviolet radiation (Fig. 1.6a) [58].

The sum of the electron kinetic energy and the potential energy of the high-

est occupied electronic state (EHOMO) is equal to the incident photon energy

(hv1), given by Ek=hv1-EHOMO [59]. In a related method, inverse photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (IPES) uses an electron beam to measure the energies of the

lowest unoccupied electronic state in solid analyte films. The measured photon

energy (hv2) is the sum of the kinetic energy (Ei) of the incident beam elec-

trons and the binding energy associated with the LUMO (i.e., Fig. 1.6b) [60].

CV is a three-electrode electrochemical technique for measuring the current

response of an oxidation-active solution to a linearly cycled potential sweep

between two or more voltages [61]. While the CV experiment and analysis can
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be complicated, the basic idea is that a measurement of the redox potentials

of the analyte can yield the HOMO and LUMO energies with respect to a

reference material (e.g., ferrocene) [61].

Figure 1.6: A diagram illustrating the energy relationship for UPS (a) and
IPES (b) measurements, as described in the text.

The LUMO and HOMO energies also can also be calculated using density

functional theory (DFT). DFT is a computational quantum modelling method

used to study the electronic structures of many-body systems, such as atoms,

molecules, and condensed matter phases [57]. In DFT, the electronic proper-

ties of the many-body systems can be calculated via the so-called “functionals”

associated with the electron density, such as the electron-electron interaction

energies [62]. DFT can provide a good way to obtain the HOMO and LUMO

energies in organic fluorophores without requiring complex experimentation,

and the method has been so well refined since the 1990s that it is now consid-

ered as generally reliable [63]. However, significant computational power may

be necessary to achieve reasonably accurate modeling, and several assump-

tions built into the model may need to be carefully evaluated [64].

As previously stated, electrons fill the energy levels that are ordered ac-

cording to Hund’s rules. This leads to the concept of singlets, doublets, and

triplets [65]. These states are named according to their multiplicity, which is

defined by the number of independent spin sublevels and is given by 2S+1,
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where S is the total spin [66]. Essentially, the multiplicity represents the num-

ber of ways that the electron spins can be aligned. The term “singlet” implies

a single sub-level from the set of particles with a net spin quantum number of

zero (electrons are paired) [67]. An example is shown in Fig. 1.7 (left side)

where there are two electrons filling an energy level representing a ground

state singlet S0. Because the spins are in the opposite sense, the multiplicity

is 2 × (1/2 − 1/2) + 1 = 1, meaning that the singlet state has only one pos-

sible orientation of the spin angular momentum [67]. The doublet state has

one unpaired electron (Fig. 1.7, center) so its multiplicity is 2×(1/2)+1=2.

The doublet can thus have two possible spin sublevels, one associated with

spin up and the other with spin down [67]. Finally, the triplet state has two

unpaired electrons with the same spin orientation so the net angular quantum

number is 1 (Fig. 1.7, right side) and the multiplicity is 2×(1/2+1/2)+1=3

[67]. The triplet state thus has three possible sublevels or spectral lines (Fig.

1.8). Moreover, the triplet state has a lower energy compared to the unpaired

singlet state (S1), because the spin-related exchange interaction requires the

triplet electrons (with the same spin) to remain spatially well separated. Im-

portantly, in molecular oxygen (O2) the triplet with its two unpaired electrons

is the ground state of the molecule; whereas in the vast majority of molecules

the paired singlet state S0 has the lowest energy.

Figure 1.7: A diagram illustrating a singlet (showing the ground state), doublet
(ground state), and triplet (excited state).
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The singlet, doublet, and triplet states can perhaps most easily be visual-

ized using a “cone diagram” (Fig. 1.8). The electrons spin vector is illustrated

by the arrows. Assuming we know the spin in the z-direction, then the uncer-

tainty principle prevents us from knowing the spin component in the xy plane.

Thus, the spin vector can exist anywhere on the surface of a cone centered on

the z axis. In the singlet state, the total spin is zero, so the two electron spin

vectors must always point in opposite directions in their respective cones. For

the triplet state, however, the total spin is 1 and there are actually three ways

to make this work out. The spins can either point along opposite sides if the

same cone, leading to a spin of 1 in the +z (T1) or –z (T2) directions. On the

other hand, the so-called T0 state has the two spins pointing in the same xy

direction but in opposite z directions. The addition of these two spin vectors

will lead to a net spin vector of 1, but it is purely within the xy plane.

Figure 1.8: A diagram demonstrating the possible orientations of singlet, dou-
blet, and triplet states. With the spin vector known in the vertical z-direction,
it becomes completely unknown in the x-y plane (thus the total spin vector
can point anywhere on the surface of the cone). In the single state, the spin
vectors point in opposite directions. In the triplet state, there are three ways
to obtain a total spin S = 1. The electrons can have a total spin vector of one
unit along ±z, or, as shown in the T0 case, the two spins are coplanar leading
to a total spin vector of one unit in the xy plane. The doublet state is trivial
since there is only one unpaired electron which can be oriented along the +z
or –z cone; hence two possible spin states.

Before we discuss the fluorescent properties, we briefly recall the Jablonski

diagram – a commonly used method to visualize the molecular energy lev-

els [68]. This diagram is named after the late Polish physicist Aleksander
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Jablonski (died Sept. 1980), a famous molecular spectroscopist who devel-

oped many of the key ideas in the field. In the Jablonski diagram, the spin

energy levels and vibrational energies are illustrated as horizontal lines on a

vertical energy scale (Fig. 1.9), allowing various transitions to be illustrated

visually with arrows. Several singlet and triplet states and their associated vi-

brational overtones are illustrated in the figure for a prototypical fluorophore.

As an aside, the narrowing energy spacing as one goes up the vibrational “lad-

der” is a result of anharmonicity. Essentially, the confining potential becomes

non-parabolic, causing the vibrational overtones to space more closely with

increasing energy [68].

Figure 1.9: A representative Jablonski diagram showing the singlet ground
state (S0), single excited state (S1), triplet state (T1), vibrational states (V0,
V1, and V2), the absorption process (blue arrows), fluorescence (orange ar-
rows), vibrational relaxation (red arrows), internal conversion (green arrows),
intercrossing system (yellow arrows), and phosphorescence (purple arrows).

The Jablonski diagram can help visualize certain common electronic tran-

sitions and naming conventions. For example, the ground singlet state is

referred to as S0, as usual. The electrons can be optically excited to vibra-

tional energy levels in the excited singlet states S1 or S2. These electrons may

decay non-radiatively to lower vibrational energy levels before reverting back

to the S0 state with the emission of a photon. The latter process occurs on

the nanosecond timescale and is referred to as fluorescence. The vibrational

decay occurs mainly though non-radiative picosecond-timescale vibrational re-
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laxation, in which the energy is, for example, transferred to the vibrational or

kinetic motion of the nearby solvent molecules. The vibrational levels shown

in Fig. 1.9 thus lead to a long-wavelength shift of the PL relative to the ab-

sorption maximum. As discussed previously, this is referred to as the Stokes

shift, named after the Irish physicist George Gabriel Stokes [69]. Curiously,

both Stokes and Jablonski, names so commonly used in chemistry, were actu-

ally physicists.

Some electrons also can “cross over” from the singlet state (S1) to the ex-

cited triplet state (T1) via a spin flip when a change in orbital occupancy (i.e,

Px to Py) occurs to conserve net angular momentum (as illustrated graphically

in Fig. 1.10) [70], [71]. The change in the orbital occupancy is represented as

a change in the magnetic quantum number (ml) and is associated with spin-

orbit coupling. This process is more favorable when the vibrational levels of

the two states overlap or are close in energy. The rate of spin-orbit coupling

turns out to be proportional to the fourth power of the nuclear charge [72],

[73]. This is the reason why the spin-orbit coupling interaction (and, thus, the

singlet-to-triplet intersystem crossing) is much more significant in fluorophores

that contain heavy atoms. Eventually the excited state T1 can decay to the

ground state S0 via another spin flip, which again requires spin-orbit coupling

to conserve angular momentum (Fig. 1.10). This latter requirement makes the

process “electronically slow” (up to milliseconds or even longer) and it is re-

ferred to as phosphorescence [74]. As another aside, the term phosphorescence

does not come from the chemical element phosphorus – rather, it owes its ety-

mology to the Greek words φωσ (light) and φoρεισ (to bear) – that is, “light

bearing”. In contrast, the term “fluorescence” was coined by George Stokes,

the above-mentioned Irish physicist, referring to the light-emissive properties

of certain impurities in the mineral fluorite (CaF2) [75].

We finally give a brief description of the selection rules associated with

these various electronic transitions. These rules describe whether an tran-

sition is quantum mechanically “allowed” [76]. Different energy states are
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Figure 1.10: A rough illustration of the Px-Py transition and the corresponding
electron spin flip. The white and blue circle represent individual p orbitals.
The momentum (ml) of Px is -1, and the spin momentum of the “up” electron
is 1/2 so the total angular momentum is -1/2. When the electron spin flips
from “up” to “down” there is a corresponding orbital change from Px (-1) to
Py (0), which thus changes the orbital angular momentum exactly to conserve
the total angular momentum of the system.

associated with the orbital angular momentum (l) and spin quantum number

(s). The angular momentum (l) describes the rotation of the system along a

given axis and the spin quantum number describes the spin angular momentum

of an electron, as before [77]. The selection rules for the allowed transitions are:

• ∆l = 0,±1. This rule states that the electrons can only jump be-

tween energy levels differing by one angular quantum number (∆l = ±1) or

transit non-radiatively within the vibrational levels of the same energy state

(∆l = 0) [76]. The selecton rules are based on the conservation of the angu-

lar momentum. A photon has one unit of quantized anguler momentum, so

after absorbing or emitting a photon the angular quantum number must cor-

respondingly change by 1 (∆l = ±1) [78]. If ∆l = 0, then angular momentum

is conserved in the absence of an optical transition.

• ∆S = 0. This shows that the electrons only can transit between energy

states with the same spin. Only in the case of spin-orbit coupling does this

rule become “slightly relaxed”, since it provides a mechanism to otherwise

conserve the total angular momentum.
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1.3 Radiationless processes

This sub-section examines in brief a few of the processes that lead to radia-

tionless decay or energy loss from the fluorophore of interest. Some of these

are entirely unwanted from a light-emission point of view, while others can

actually be desirable (e.g., the transfer of energy from one fluorophore to an-

other one). Several of these processes can also be used for fluorescence-based

sensing applications.

1.3.1 Internal conversion

Internal conversion is the non-radiative transition between the vibrational

states with the same spin multiplicity (Fig. 1.8). During this process, the

excited-state fluorophore molecules transit between vibrational levels, releas-

ing the energy as heat.

1.3.2 Vibrational decay

Vibrational decay is typically thought of as distinct from internal conversion

insofar as it often implies the transfer of energy to the vibrational states of

another particle (i.e., a solvent molecule). The efficiency of vibrational decay

mainly depends on the molecular configurations. For example, molecules with

non-rigid molecular configurations, such as biphenyl, can have a high degree

of vibrational freedom, which leads to a strong interaction with surrounding

solvent molecules and a high vibrational decay rate [79], [80]. In contrast to

biphenyl, molecules with rigid chemical structures, such as fluorene, can have

a low frequency vibrations and low decay rate [81] (Fig. 1.11) .

Figure 1.11: The chemical structures of (a) fluorene and (b) biphenyl.
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1.3.3 Intersystem crossing

As discussed previously, this process represents spin transitions between elec-

tronic energy states with different multiplicity - for example, from single state

(S1) to triplet state (T1) (Fig. 1.7). This process removes S1 → S0 fluores-

cence and the single-to-triplet conversion results in either phosphorescence or

non-radiative triplet decay via vibrational transfer from T1 to the surrounding

molecules.

1.3.4 Intermolecular interactions (quenching)

These processes represent interactions between excited fluorophore molecules

and another type of molecule in the immediate vicinity. The excited fluo-

rophore can either transfer its entire excitation energy to the second molecule

(for example, in Förster resonance energy transfer). Alternatively, charge can

be transferred to electron-accepting or electron-donating molecules. These

processes are referred to as “quenching” of the fluorophore, because they rep-

resent impermanent or reversible electronic transitions. Since these quenching

processes are important in many situations, they are briefly described in more

detail below.

Förster (or “fluorescence”) resonance energy transfer (FRET)

FRET is a radiationless energy transfer between a fluorescent donor (D) and

an acceptor (A) molecule (Fig. 1.12). This evanescent-like process depends

on the degree of spectral overlap between the donor emission and acceptor

absorption and the distance between the donor and acceptor molecules (the

FRET rate depends on (R0/R)6 where R0 is on the scale of 1-10 nm and R

is the donor-acceptor distance [82], [83]). The alignment or angle between the

dipole moments of the donor and acceptor is also important but is typically

averaged over all possible angles. The full FRET formula is derived in Ref.

[84]. FRET is a huge topic and is widely used in many applications; for the

purpose of this thesis, we simply include it as one of the key non-radiative
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processes for a donor fluorophore (although the acceptor itself may also be

fluorescent [85]).

Figure 1.12: A basic diagram illustrating the FRET process [86]. The incident
light excites the donor fluorophore molecule to the excited state (dark blue
arrows). The energy from the excited donor molecule can be transferred to
the acceptor molecule non-radiatively (purple dashed arrows), which can itself
be fluorescent (light blue arrow).

Dexter electron transfer

Dexter electron transfer is another fluorescence quenching mechanism, first

proposed by D. L. Dexter in 1953 [87]. Dexter transfer is a quantum effect

that relies on wavefunction overlap between the donor and acceptor states. In

this case, an electron in an excited state of a donor molecule can transfer to an

acceptor molecule, causing fluorescence quenching of the donor. An electron

on the ground state of the acceptor can also transfer to the donor to accomplish

non-radiative electron exchange (Fig. 1.13). In contrast to FRET, the Dexter

process implies charge transfer and, due to the requirement for overlapping

wavefunctions, the characteristic distance is only about 1 nm [87]. The Dexter
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rate is proportional to the inverse square of the distance (as opposed to the

inverse sixth power for FRET) and depends on the square of the transition

dipole moments of the donor and acceptor molecules [88].

Figure 1.13: A scheme of Dexter charge transfer process. (a) An electron on
the excited state of a donor molecule (*donor) can transfer to an acceptor
molecule. An electron on the ground state of the acceptor molecule can also
transfer to the donor molecule to achieve electron exchange. (b) Final state
after the two electron exchanges.

1.3.5 Photobleaching reactions

Photobleaching represents an irreversible decrease in the quantum yield (QY)

(or intensity) of the PL as a result of photochemical processes involving the

absorption of incident radiation. The term actually originates from the color-

fading that occurs when sodium hypochlorate (commercial “bleach”) reacts

with fibers in clothing fabrics, fading the color staining [89]. In fluorescence

studies, bleaching refers to an irreversible decrease in the PL intensity as a

sample is exposed to the excitation light source. The photobleaching mech-

anisms can be separated into an oxygen-dependent pathway and an oxygen-

independent pathway.

Oxygen-related photobleaching

In fluorophores with a high rate of intersystem crossing, the excited triplet

state can react with the O2 triplet ground state by energy or charge transfer,

resulting in the decay of the fluorophore to the ground state and the produc-

tion of singlet oxygen [90]. Singlet oxygen can be highly reactive to organic

molecules, leading to oxidation and the breaking of existing covalent bonds.

For example, singlet oxygen readily oxidizes phenols and sulfides of organic
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fluorophores to form hydroperoxides and sulfoxides [91]. This means that oxy-

gen can be an important photobleaching agent for many fluorophores and care

may need to be taken to avoid combined exposure to oxygen and light.

Oxygen-independent bleaching

The second mechanism involves the formation of radicals which cause the

photodegradation or bond breaking in the fluorophore. In other words, an

incident photon may directly sever a chemical bond. This process depends on

the energy of the incident photons and the bond energies of the fluorophore.

For example, azobenzene is a kind of yellow fluorescent fluorophore. Ultraviolet

light can break an azo bond, separating the original molecule into two phenyl

rings (Fig. 1.14) [92].

Figure 1.14: A scheme of photobleaching process of azobenzene. The azo bond
can be broken by ultraviolet light, and then the azobenzene is separated into
two phenyl rings.

1.4 Color change fluorophores

Color-change fluorophores are fluorescent materials whose emission spectrum

is modified as a result of changes in the surrounding environment [33]. One

such color-change fluorescent compound will be the main subject of this the-

sis. Conjugated organic fluorophores can be especially sensitive to fluorescence

spectral shifts because of their delocalized electrons [33]. The ability of a flu-

orescent material to change its fluorescence spectrum in response to external

stimuli suggests many possible applications. For example, one group recently

reported a novel color-change green-emitting fluorophore that turns orange
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when scratched – in fact, fluorescent orange wording could be written on a

green background [93]. While quenching phenomena have been used proba-

bly thousands of times for sensing demonstrations in the literature (i.e., the

analyte is the quencher), color-change fluorophores may enable a more robust

ratiometric approach to sensing [94].

A common mechanism by which a fluorophore may change its emission

spectrum is known as solvatochromism [95]. Solvatochromism is the solvent-

induced modification in the electronic energy levels of the fluorophore [95].

Effectively, the electron clouds associated with the HOMO-LUMO gap are in-

fluenced by the dielectric constant or polarizability of the surrounding solvent

[96]. This solvatochromic shift is typically on the order of tens of nanometers in

the fluorescence spectrum. A good example of a solvatochromic fluorophore is

Nile Red (Fig. 1.15), which shows a redshift by 25 nm upon changing the solu-

tion from pyridine to ethylene glycol [97]. “Positive” solvatochromism refers to

a fluorescence redshift when dissolved in higher-polarizability solvents; whereas

negative solvatochromism represents, naturally, a spectral blueshift. An exam-

ple of the negative solvatochromism is “Brooker’s merocyanine”, which changes

from yellow fluorescence when dissolved in methanol to blue-violet in acetone

[98].

Figure 1.15: Chemical structure of (a) Nile Red and (b) Brooker’s merocya-
nine.

Less commonly, some fluorophores can exhibit a large spectral shift upon

physical interactions with certain specific materials. A good example is polyviny
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-l diphenylquinoline which shows a fluorescence spectral shift from 486 nm to

529 nm upon exposure to acidic compounds [99]. Here, the H+ ions interact

with the electron clouds associated with the HOMO and LUMO of the fluo-

rophore via the hydrogen bonding between the H+ ions and the electronegative

parts of the fluorophore. This process is referred to as protonation. Unlike

solvatochromism, this interaction involves electrostatic or hydrogen bonding,

and the effect can be quite strong because the external ions (e.g., H+) can

come in especially close proximity and can even become physically bound to

the conjugated backbone of the fluorophore.

Figure 1.16: A diagram for the energy transfer between the excited monomer
*M and formed exciplex complex *[MN]. The ground-state monomer (M) can
be excited into the excited state (*M). *M can then form the excited exciplex
*[MN] with the surrounding molecule N via a physical bond. The difference in
energy levels between ground-state monomer and exciplex complex cause the
emission color shift98.

Another fluorescence color change mechanism results from the formation of

an exciplex state. When an excited fluorophore (*M) interacts with a ground-

state surrounding molecule (N), they can form a physically (electrostatic)

bonded complex referred to as an exciplex [100]. Alternatively, the excited

fluorophore (*M) also can interact with the ground-state of the same fluo-

rophore (M) to form an excimer [101]. The excited-state complex *[MN] or

*[MM] results in the development of a new energy state (Fig. 1.16). This state

has lower energy than that of excited-state fluorophore, with the difference in

energy being released when the bond between *M and N or M forms. When

the exciplex or excimer decays to the ground state, it then dissociates to form
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unbound M and N molecules [102], [103].

A good example of the latter process can be found in the pyrene excimer

system. An excited-state pyrene molecule can form a pyrene excimer with

a nearby ground-state pyrene molecule. The fluorescence of the pyrene is at

about 405 nm; whereas, the *[MM] excimer emits at ca. 460 nm [104]. A

common application occurs in the noble gas – halide exciplex lasers. These

lasers capitalize on the formation and subsequent dissociation of the exciplex

state to create a population inversion resulting in pulsed lasing action from

the excimer [105]. These lasers are very strong (typical pulse energies of 250

mJ) and emit in the deep UV part of the electromagnetic spectrum [106].

1.5 P4VB (1,4-bis(4-pyridyl-π)-vinyl) benzene)

and its derivates

My work in this thesis involves a new chromophore with a wide color tunability

across the visible spectrum. The design of this chromophore, its optical charac-

ter, and its potential applications will be discussed in the following sections. It

also features in the three main publications forming Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this

thesis. The chromophore has a UIPAC name bis(4-pyridyl)dineopenytoxyl-p-

phylenedivinylene (np-P4VB) and was synthesized by our ATUMS collabora-

tor, Dr. Sergey Vagin, at the Technical University of Munich (TUM). All of

the optical work was done at the University of Alberta and will be discussed

in detail in the experimental section.

The chemical structure of np-P4VB is a derivative of distyrylbenzene (DSB)

(Fig. 1.1). DSB has an S0 → S1 absorption peak at ca. 365 nm and a fluores-

cence peak in the violet, at around 400 nm. Previous studies on DSB indicated

little solvent dependence on the emission spectrum [107]. The introduction of

different substitutes leads to various DSB derivatives. One example is 1,4-

bis(β-pyridyl-2-vinyl) benzene (P2VB), which is different from DSB insofar as
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it has pyridine endgroups, with the nitrogens located on the 2-position (Fig.

1.17b) [107]. The basic fluorescent properties of P2VB were first studied by

Ebeid et al., who determined that its emission peaked at about 400 nm upon

excitation with a 337-nm nitrogen laser. Protonation of the pyridine groups

caused a weak fluorescence wavelength shift from 414 nm to 423 nm [108].

However, there were no further studies of P2VB since then.

P4VB was first reported in Ref. [108], but was barely studied since (in fact,

there are no subsequent works). In comparison to P2VB, P4VB has the nitro-

gen atoms located on the pyridine 4-positions, so the electron cloud associated

with the unpaired electrons are more easily accessible. The P4VB molecules

have a blue-violet S1 → S0 emission centered at 450 nm in dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO). The QY was reported to be as high as 65% at 10−5 M concentrations

in DMSO, decreasing for more concentrated solutions (10−2 M) [108]. The for-

mation of the P4VB excimer gave an additional peak at 490 nm. The emission

of P4VB was reported to a redshift by 50 nm [108], which is larger than the

shift of the protonated P2VB, likely because of the easier accessibility of the

nitrogen atom in the pyridine groups.

For this work, bulky and low-reactivity neopentyl (C2H12O) side groups

were attached to the P4VB base conjugated structure (Fig. 1.17d). This

improves the solubility in organic solvents and limits the intermolecular reac-

tions (e.g., excimer formation), while retaining the accessibility of the nitrogen

atoms. This chromophore was initially synthesized to be a fluorescent linker

in a metal-organic framework [109]. When initially characterizing this chro-

mophore, we found a surprisingly strong fluorescence color shift and lasing

capability across the visible spectrum [33], leading to several more thorough

investigations presented in this thesis. This work will be described in the main

research chapters to follow.
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Figure 1.17: Chemical structures of (a) DSB, (b) P2VB, (c) P4VB [108], and
(d) np-P4VB.

1.6 Brief Conclusion

The purpose of this introduction was to compactly introduce and review the

basic photophysics and emission mechanisms common to organic fluorophores.

Of course, this is a huge field, so this chapter presented an attempt to condense

the material as a reference source of relevance to the scientific work presented

in the following chapters. We first categorized organic fluorophores into some

general types and families, in order to place the P4VB fluorophore as a member

of the DSB family of organic dyes. Then some fundamental properties of

organic fluorophores, including the elementary photophysics that one generally

needs to understand in the field, was provided in a short reference-style format.

This introduction finally gave a brief background on the fluorophore that forms

the main topic of the investigations to follow.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

All of the published chapters that follow contain an experimental section.

The purpose of this section is to provide a more detailed description of the

procedures so that they can be more easily reproduced if necessary in future

studies.

2.1 Making P4VB solutions

Stock dye solutions were made by weighing out typically 17 mg P4VB on a

laboratory scale (Sartorius, ±0.1 mg) and dissolving it at room temperature

in 20 mL of an organic solvent (e.g., toluene, dioxane, ethanol DMF, DMSO,

benzene, or acetone) to obtain an np-P4VB concentration of 2 mM. A mag-

netic stir bar was used to aid the dissolution of the dye. The dye solutions

were then diluted from the initial stock solutions to produce the desired con-

centrations.

2.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy

2.2.1 Solution-based fluorescence and absorption mea-
surements

To measure the fluorescence of the solutions, the solutions were put into a 3

mL fused quartz cuvette or 1 mL fused quartz microcuvette (if the solution

volume was small). The cuvette was held on a 3D printed cuvette holder. Flu-
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orescence was collected by an optical fiber, sent through a longpass filter, and

then through another fiber connected to an Ocean Optics 2000+ spectrometer.

A longpass filter was used to block the excitation light. The pump light is was

from a UV-optimized Argon ion laser with laser lines at 352 and 364 nm. The

fluorescence spectra were collected using the SpectraSuite software package.

The spectrometers were always intensity calibrated by using a standard

reference light source. The calibration process was done by taking a reference

spectrum first, and then taking a dark spectrum. The software then corrects

the reference spectrum using the formula Iλ = Pλ,T · IS,λ−ID,λIR,λ−ID,λ
,where Iλ is the

intensity at wavelength λ, the subscript S refers to the sample spectrum, D

refers to the dark spectrum, and R is the reference spectrum. Pλ,T is the

Planck spectrum for the known temperature of the calibration lamp. Every

subsequent collected spectrum is then corrected in the same way.

Figure 2.1: A photo of the absorption setup. An integrating sphere (used for
PLQY) is in the background.

Absorption spectroscopy was performed using an Ocean Optics 2000+ spec-

trometer (117-880 nm) where the excitation light was from a SLS204 stabi-
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lized deuterium lamp. The spectrometer, the lamp, and dye solutions were

interfaced using optical fibers (Fig. 2.1). The absorption measurements used

the same 3 mL fused quartz cuvettes, with a pure solvent used as the blank.

The np-P4VB solutions had to be diluted to a final concentration of about

100 µM. The absorbance of the sample at a certain wavelength λ is given by

A(λ) = Log10
IB,λ−ID,λ
IS,λ−ID,λ

, where Iλ is the intensity at wavelength λ, and the sub-

scripts S, B, and D represent the sample, blank, and dark spectrum, as before.

2.2.2 Fluorescence lifetimes

Fluorescence lifetimes were measured using an pulsed diode laser at 405 nm

(Alphalas Gmbh) with 40 ps pulses. The luminescence was collected by using

an optical fiber (numerical aperture = 0.5), passed through a longpass filter,

and then detected by an HPM-100-50 hybrid PMT (Becker-Hickl). The PMT

has a response time of ∼ 200 ps. The data were collected using the photon

counting software package SPCM64 from Becker-Hickl (Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.2: A screen shot showing the data collection for the time resolved
PL.
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2.2.3 Fluorescence quantum yield (QY)

The QY was measured in an integrating sphere with a 365 nm LED excitation

source (Prizmatix) (Fig. 2.3). First, the np-P4VB solutions were prepared

with absorbance between 0.1 and 0.2 at the excitation wavelength. Two 3 mL

quartz cuvettes were filled with the np-P4VB solution and the plain solvent

blank. The cuvette has a white cap with a magnet, which can be fixed on

the holder in the integrating sphere. The 365 nm LED was connected with a

power meter and the inlet of the integrating sphere.

Figure 2.3: A photo of the QY measurement setup.

The QY measurements require six spectral data files. These are:

1. Calibrated reference spectrum

2. Calibrated dark spectrum

3. Blank PL spectrum

4. Blank dark spectrum

5. Sample PL spectrum

6. Sample dark spectrum

Each of these files was collected with the the setup shown in Fig. 2.3.

The LED and spectrometer were allowed to warm up and stabilize for 15-30
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minutes. The power output of the LED was continuously monitored with a

power meter and adjusted accordingly if it was found to drift at all during the

measurement. The final calibration and calculations for the QY were done by

using a Mathematica code written for this purpose by William Morrish and

Al Meldrum.

2.3 Fluorescence imaging of np-P4VB MOFs

In my first paper, I worked on the np-P4VB metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)

to find the color-switching and polarized emission. The np-P4VB molecules

were used as organic ligands in the MOFs, which formed square layered platelets

(about 150 µm along their long edges). The np-P4VB MOFs were synthesized

in DMF by our collaborator Dr. Sergei Vagin in department of chemistry at

TUM.

First, I prepared the np-P4VB MOFs on a glass substrate in air. A small

number of np-P4VB MOFs in DMF (dimethyl formamide) were collected by

using a glass pipette, and were transferred with some DMF solution to the

surface of the glass substrate. The DMF needed to be evaporated for about 5

minutes until the surface was dry.

Then the substrate was put on the microscope stage to take fluorescence

images. The excitation light source was a 405 nm LED. The light from the

LED was focused on the MOFs and the fluorescence was collected through a

10X objective lens and imaged using a Retiga 1350EX fluorescence camera.

The fluorescence images were collected and saved using the Q-capture software

in computer.

The MOFs were next exposed to HCl in order to change their color from

green to orange. The acid effectively protonates the P4VB ligands, as de-

scribed in chapter 3. Direct contact between MOFs and HCl solutions was

found to break the structure of the MOFs. So instead I used the vapor from
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a strong HCl (12 M) solution. Small volumes of the HCl solution were taken

with a glass pipette, and then the pipette was kept about 1 cm above the

MOFs for 10 seconds. The color of MOFs can change to orange within ∼10

seconds.

In order to investigate the polarization of the fluorescence emission of the

np-P4VB MOFs, a polarizer was placed between the 405 nm LED and the

sample, which served both to polarize the LED excitation and acted as an

analyzer for the fluorescence. Fluorescence images of np-P4VB MOFs were

taken at different polarization angles relative to the MOF platelets. Then the

fluorescence images were imported into Mathematica to read the fluorescence

intensity and to plot the relationship between fluorescence intensity and the

polarization angle.

2.4 Paper-based CO2 sensors

The paper-based CO2 sensors were fabricated by dipping a piece of filter paper

(Fisher brand P4 grade filter paper) into a P4VB solution (0.2 mM) in ethanol

that had been prepared as described above. After the filter paper was filled

with dye solution, the solvent was allowed to evaporate over 15 minutes, leaving

the P4VB dispersed in the cellulose fibers of the filter paper. Alternatively,

the P4VB solution was placed on the filter paper by using a glass pipette,

depositing three drops of the solution onto the paper, and allowing it to dry.

2.4.1 CO2 gas sensing

The CO2 gas sensing apparatus was constructed by using quarter inch tub-

ing and two gas controllers (Fig. 2.4). The gas cylinders contained nitrogen

(99.998% purity) and CO2 (98% purity). The nitrogen gas was used as the

carrier gas, and the tubing connected with two gases had a CO2/N2 test gas

mixture. The CO2 concentration was controlled by adjusting the ratio of the

flow rates, which were varied from 0 to 5 NL/h (NL = normal liters, “normal”

means the normal conditions with a given temperature (20oC) and pressure (1
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atm)) of the two gases in different experiments. The two knobs can be used to

change the flow rate, and numbers can be read from the position of the cones

in the gas controllers (Fig. 2.4).

Figure 2.4: A diagram of the CO2 sensing experiments. The LED wavelength
was 365 nm. The sensor paper was put in a cylindrical holder to receive the
mixture of gas.

The mixed gas was delivered into a flask containing water at 40oC. This

temperature was controlled by a hot plate. Heating increases the amount of

water vapor, which in turn increases the formation of H2CO3. In some experi-

ments, the standardized CO2 line was replaced with room air (contains about

410 ppm CO2) or human breath (contains 4-5% CO2) to test the sensing abil-

ity of the filter paper in some more complicated gas mixtures.

The np-P4VB-infused filter paper was excited by a 365 nm LED (Priz-

matix) and the fluorescence was collected by an optical fiber and delivered

to an Ocean Optics USB 2000+ spectrometer (340-1030 nm). The spectral

data were collected using the SpectraSuite software package, which allows au-

tomatic saving at a prescribed time interval. In order to create a sensorgram,

the system was set to save the fluorescence spectrum every 5 seconds.
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2.5 Sensing with fluorescent microfluidic drop-

lets

In my third paper, I needed to prepare octanol fluorescent droplets (oil phase)

containing np-P4VB. These oil droplets are dispersed on the surface of a hy-

drophobic silicon (Si) wafer in an aqueous environment. This technique was

developed in the Zhang lab (CME, University of Alberta) (Fig. 2.5) and is

described further below.

Figure 2.5: A diagram illustrating the sensing principle. The octanol droplets
stay on the surface of the hydrophobic Si wafer. When the aqueous solutions
containing salicylic acid are pumped over the octanol droplets, the salicylic
acid preferentially enters the droplets.

2.5.1 Formation of fluorescent microfluidic droplets in
the fluid chamber

First, the three solutions used in the solvent exchange method needed to be

prepared. These will be referred to as solution A, solution B, and solution

C. Solution A was a mixture of octanol, ethanol, and Milli-Q water at a vol-

ume ratio of 3:50:50 with 0.23 mM or 0.023 mM np-P4VB dissolved in this

mixture. The ethanol worked as the co-solvent for the water and octanol; oth-

erwise largely immiscible water and octanol cannot mix sufficiently well.

Solution B was octanol-saturated water. To produce solution B, octanol

was added into the water until some octanol could not be dissolved; then satu-
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ration was obtained by shaking the mixture periodically over about four days.

Because the density of octanol is lower than that of water, the over-saturated

octanol floats on the surface of water. The octanol-saturated water was ex-

tracted by using a glass pipette. Solution B can be prepared in a relatively

large volume of ∼20 mL.

Solution C was the analyte solution. In my work, solution C was salicylic

acid (IUPAC name: 2-hydrobenzoic acid) in octanol-saturated water. The

amount of salicylic acid powder was weighed using laboratory scale (Sartorius,

±0.1 mg) according to the required concentrations, and then these powders

were dissolved in the octanol-saturated water. The volume of solution C that

could fit into the syringe was 5 mL.

After the preparation of solution A, solution B, and solution C, the next

step was to set up the fluid chamber (Fig. 2.6). The fluid chamber mainly

consists of inlet tubing, outlet tubing, a spacer, a hydrophobic silicon wafer

(∼1 cm × 1 cm), and a transparent cover glass. The silicon wafer was prepared

by coating it with 95% octadecyl-trichlorosilane (OTS) (which was done by

students in the Zhang lab). The OTS-coated hydrophobic silicon wafer then

affixed to the bottom of the fluid chamber by using a small piece of the double-

sided tape (smaller than the wafer). Then the spacer was put on the bottom

of the fluid chamber. The cover glass was put on the spacer to create a sealed

area around the OTS-coated wafer and fixed tightly by using four clips (Fig.

2.6).

Finally, the droplets were formed on the silicon wafer by pumping solution

A and then solution B inside the chamber. First, solution A (3 mL) was

pumped into the fluid chamber by using a 5 mL biocoat disposable (BD)

syringe until the area between the cover glass and the wafer was full. Then

5 mL of solution B was pumped into the fluid chamber by using the same

syringe. During this process, the pump rate needed to be slow enough to

ensure the formation of the droplets with a suitable size. If the rate is too
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Figure 2.6: A photo of the fluid chamber and related attachments.

fast, the droplets can be too large. The Nanojet syringe pump was used to

control the pump rate at 15 mL/h. When solution B was fully pumped in

the chamber, the droplet formation was considered finished. Finally, solution

C (the analyte) was injected using another syringe, which replaced the empty

syringe during the previous step, and was likewise connected with the inlet of

the chamber.

2.5.2 Fluorescence imaging and analysis of the microflu-
idic droplets

The fluorescence of the np-P4VB droplets was monitored on a Nikon TE2000e

inverted epifluorescence microscope using a 405 nm LED as the excitation light

source. The fluid chamber was fixed on the stage of the microscope, and the

syringe pump was also put on the microscope stage near to the chamber (Fig.

2.7). The syringe connected with the chamber was fixed on the syringe pump,

and the pump rate was set at 15 mL/h. An empty beaker was put under the
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outlet of the chamber in order to collect the waste solutions from the chamber.

The light from the LED was focused on the droplets and the fluorescence

was collected via a 20X objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.4. A

Sony α6400 digital camera was used for imaging the droplets. When the flu-

orescent droplets were located in the live image, the syringe pump was then

turned on. Solution C was then pumped into the fluid chamber at a rate of

15 mL/h. At the same time, the camera was used to take fluorescence images

of the droplets every minute. In order to minimize photobleaching effects, the

LED was always turned off unless a photo was being taken.

Figure 2.7: A photo of the Nikon microscope, the syringe pump and fluid
chamber.

After collecting the fluorescence images of the droplets, the analysis of the

images was done by using ImageJ, an open-source image-processing software
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package. ImageJ can split the images of the fluorescent droplets into red,

green, and blue channel (Fig. 2.8). In order to analyze the color change of the

droplets, I chose a pixel area (20 × 20 pixels) on the center of one droplet and

read the average pixel intensity of this area from each color channel. For each

channel, the chosen center position and the pixel area on the droplet was kept

the same.

Figure 2.8: A fluorescence image of a droplet, showing the three-color channel
split.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter mainly showed how to measure the optical properties of the dye

solution, such as fluorescence from the solution and solid state, absorption,

lifetime, QY, and fluorescence microscopy. All experimental steps and nota-

bles, such as the preparation of the dye samples, were also described in more

detail than in the published chapters to follow. During the experiments I also

met some unexpected experimental difficulties, like the photobleaching effects

from LED in droplet experiments, and these issues were discussed as well.
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Chapter 3

Metal-Organic Framework with
Color-Switching and Strongly
Polarized Emission

3.1 Introduction

Organic chromophores are widely used for biological imaging [110], [111],

biorecognition [112], sensing [113], [114], and laser applications [115]. These

functions generally require a chromophore with good photostability and high

fluorescence quantum yield. For many applications, the fluorescence should

also change controllably in response to certain environmental stimuli. For

example, chemical sensing of pH [114] or explosives [116] is often achieved

by measuring the fluorescence quenching due to charge transfer between the

chromophore and the analyte [117]. For biological imaging, a color change

can indicate the presence of specific biogenic conditions [118], and wide

control over the emission wavelength is important for display technologies

and tunable lasing applications [119]. Color-changing chromophores also have

potential applications for monitoring the intensity of pipelines and other

structures used for oil and gas extraction or wind energy [120].

Solvent-medicated changes in the absorption or fluorescence spectrum of

π-conjugated organic chromophores are well known. The polarity of the host

solvent can modify the electronic structure of organic chromophores (i.e.,

solvato-chromism) including coumarins [121], [122], indoles [123], hemicya-
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nines [124], pyrazines [125], fluorescein [126], and many others. Whether the

energy gap increases or decreases depends on the degree of stabilization of

the ground and excited states [127], [128]. Neglecting specific solvent inter-

actions, the overall scale of the solvatochromic shift is related to the relative

difference in the dipole moments associated with the levels involved in the

luminescent transition [95]. Building these switchable fluorescent properties

into metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) in which the ligand chromophores can

be strongly aligned suggests a means to achieve exceptional control over the

luminescence, as compared to the absorption-based color changes recently

reported [129]–[131].

Charged species in the solvent can also weakly bind to the chromophore,

redistributing its electronic states and changing the resulting absorption and

luminescence spectra. This mechanism is of great interest in the development

of luminescent pH detectors and chemosensors. It is especially common in

conjugated molecules having cyano or pyridine groups due to the susceptibility

of the nitrogen atoms to protonation [132]–[137]. Protonation can cause large

changes in the energy gap of many conjugated organic chromophores, often

due to extensive electronic delocalization in the excited state [138], [139].

Fluorescence quenching can also occur upon protonation of molecules that

emit via internal charge transfer [140]. However, the properties of crystalline

phases exposed to protonating or deprotonating agents have been reported in

only few cases [133], and in the case of luminescent MOFs, only a quenching

effect has been observed to date [141], suggesting potential applications in

explosives sensing [142]–[144].

In this work, we synthesize a linear aromatic scaffold of the distyryl-

benzene class, in which the outer benzenes are replaced by reactive and

accessible pyridine groups. The molecule was designed as a platform for

hybrid structures such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and metal-ion

complexes in which the luminescence properties such as emission wavelength

and polarization states can be controlled. The large amount of recent work on
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protonation-induced quenching and color shifts in luminescent dyes implies

novel applications of these chromophores as scaffolds for larger complexes

and solid-state materials exhibiting extensive control over the fluorescent

properties. MOFs in particular are of interest for novel solid-state luminescent

materials [145]–[147], but polarized and color-controlled luminescent MOFs

have not yet been reported.

3.2 Experimental section

A linear organic chromophore [bis(4-pyridyl)dineopentoxyl-p-phenyl- enedi-

vinylene (np-P4VB)] was synthesized as the fluorescent scaffold. It has a

conjugated backbone consisting of one benzene ring and two terminal pyridines

having the nitrogens in the highly accessible fourth position, as well as bulky

neopentoxyl side groups intended to minimize intermolecular interactions (a

structural diagram is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.1b). We recently described

the synthesis of np-P4VB in detail [119] and the same procedure was used here.

The accessibility of the pyridyl groups in np-P4VB for coordination with

metal ions allows incorporation of this chromophore as a building unit in the

MOF structure. We previously demonstrated that a similar chromophore with

methoxy substituents instead of neopentyloxy forms microcrystalline-pillared

“TDC-MOF-7” upon reaction with 9,10-triptycenedicarboxylic acid (H2TDC)

and zinc nitrate in dimethylformamide (DMF) [148]. However, the small size

(a few micrometers) and irregular shape of the resulting crystals hindered any

single-crystal photonic application of the material. The unsatisfactory results

in terms of crystal size and shape may have originated from the poor solubility

of the methoxy-substituted chromophore. Furthermore, TDC-MOF-7 rapidly

decomposed after removal of the guest DMF molecules from the MOF scaffold.

We hypothesized that all these negative features could be diminished upon

utilization of a chromophore with bulkier substituents.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Photograph of np-P4VB (2.0 mM, except cyclohexane at
0.7 mM) dissolved in various solvents. The photograph was taken under a
blacklight. The corresponding absorption and photo-luminescence spectra are
shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The data are normalized to clearly compare
the peak wavelengths for the various solvents. Reprinted with permission from
Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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In a typical reaction, dissolution of equimolar amounts of np-P4VB,

H2TDC, and Zn(NO3)2·4H2O in DMF with, e.g., 10 mM concentration of

zinc gave a homogeneous orange reaction mixture, which was subsequently

filtered and heated at 90oC. Formation of bright-yellow crystals of np-P4VB

TDC-interlinked MOFs (TDC-MOF-8) on the walls of the reaction vessel

occurred within few hours. The reaction was continued for 1-2 days. After

removal of the supernatant, washing with pure DMF by decantation, ex-

changing the washing solvent to CH2Cl2, and subsequent drying in vacuo,

solvent-free MOF material was prepared with yields of up to 75% (calculated

for Zn). Fourier-transform infrared spectrum indicated the presence of some

amine contaminations in the MOF, but no free DMF. Certain variations of

crystal habit and size were observed in experiments with different ratios of the

reagents, different concentrations, different solvents, e.g., diethyl formamide,

or N-methylpyrrolidone, different temperatures, or in presence of various

additives. Particularly, addition of acetic acid improved the shape and size of

the TDC-MOF-8 crystals (Fig. A.1).

The crystalline product was analyzed by powder X-ray diffraction at

room temperature using a STOE Stadi P diffractometer equipped with a Ge

(111) monochromator for Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) and a Dectris

Mythen DCS 1 K solid-state detector. Alternatively, a PANalytical Empyrean

diffractometer was used.

Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed using the 351-364 nm lines of an

Ar+ ion laser as the excitation source and an intensity-calibrated miniature

spectrometer from Ocean Optics. Fluorescence lifetimes were measured using

a picosecond pulsed diode laser at 405 nm (Alphalas GmbH) interfaced

to a HPM-100-50 photomultiplier tube from Becker-Hickl with a response

time of about 200 ps. The decay traces were obtained using the SPC-130

module from Becker-Hickl. Absolute quantum yield (AQY) was measured

in an adapted integrating sphere with a 405 nm light-emitting diode (LED)

excitation source. Fluorescence microscopy also used a 405 nm LED for exci-
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tation equipped with a setup for measuring the fluorescence polarization state.

3.3 Results and discussions

We start by investigating the solution properties of the fluorescent np-P4VB

chromophore used as the MOF scaffold. The dry material formed fibrous

yellowish needles up to several mm in length with a green-yellow fluorescence

peaking at about 550 nm. The np-P4VB crystals dissolved well in a variety

of common solvents including toluene, dimethyl sulfoxide, ethanol, DMF,

hexane, and several others (Table 3.1). In pure solvents, the solution

fluorescence spectra peaked in the teal or blue part of the spectrum (Fig.

3.1a,c), while the absorption spectra were characterized by two peaks, one

in the UV and the other in the violet region (Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.1b). The

absolute quantum yield varied from 50 to 68% in various pure solvents.

The fluorescence lifetimes showed a single exponential decay (Fig. A.2) with

lifetimes between 1 and 3 ns (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Absorption and Fluorescence Characteristics of np-P4VB in Dif-
ferent Solvents. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15,
5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Solvent λabs,1 (nm) λabs,2 (nm) λPL (nm) τ (ns) AQY
(%)

acetone 328 398 464 2.24 58
benzene 328(303) 394(388) 459 2.02 59
cyclohexane 325 389 444 1.86 50
dioxane 328 395 461 2.24 55
DMF 331(307) 402(394) 473(525) 2.37 59
ethanol 331 398 472 2.35 61
toluene 328 398 458 1.89 55
DMF,
Zn(NO3)2·4H2O

318(325) 419(426) 537(574) 3.09 49

Zn-MOFs 513 2.09
DMF, HCl 366(347) 460(462) 591(613) 2.83 25
Zn-MOFs, HCl 600 2.43
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The PL and absorption wavelengths are related to the static dielectric con-

stants (ε) of different solvents, with the luminescence shifting toward longer

wavelengths for larger values of ε (Fig. 3.2a). Within the set of solvents hav-

ing a uniformly low dielectric constant (i.e., ε < 3), the wavelength shift could

still be correlated with related parameters such as the polarity index [149]

(Fig. 3.2b). Thus, the solvent polarity plays a clear role in the positive solva-

tochromic shift in np-P4VB luminescence, which can be extended over a range

of about 35 nm from deep blue to teal green. Some scatter in the data can

be related to a variety of secondary effects related to specific solute-solvent

interactions [150].

In general, the AQY increased for a longer-wavelength emission, as did

the nonradiative luminescence decay time (Fig. 3.2d), where the radiative

and nonradiative decay times were extracted from the AQY and the overall

luminescence decay assuming a two-level system. However, there was no rela-

tionship between the radiative lifetime component and the other parameters

(Fig. 3.2c). Similar trends were observed when these parameters were plotted

as a function of the absorption peak wavelengths. Thus, the solvent appears

to affect the nonradiative decay mode more strongly than the radiative one,

implying that the purely vibrational decay modes become less probable as

the solvent polarity increases.

Stronger effects were observed when the solvent contained impurities that

can interact with the pyridine groups, as shown by the addition of the nitrate

of Zn2+ or an acid (H+), which shifted the luminescence from blue to green

or red, respectively (Fig. 3.3a). For a concentration of 10 µM np-P4VB in

ethanol, the PL shift from blue to red saturated at 100 µM HCl, i.e., 10

times higher concentration as compared to that of the base chromophore. At

higher chromophore concentrations above 1 mM, the ratio became closer to

1:2, which is suggestive of double protonation as expected on the basis of the

molecular structure.
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between the PL peak wavelength and (a) the static
dielectric constant; (b) the polarity index; (c) the radiative lifetime; (d) and
the nonradiative lifetime in various pure solvents (Table 3.1). Reprinted with
permission from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.).

The PL peak did not shift uniformly from blue to red with increasing acid

concentration, rather the blue peak was gradually quenched while the red one

became stronger (Fig. 3.3b,c). The red emission showed a double-peak struc-

ture at lower concentrations, gradually becoming a single-skewed emission

band. Several previous studies have shown that aromatic molecules with this

color-shifting property can be used as a sensitive pH sensor [151]. Here, a

simple analysis of the PL peak position yielded a solvatochromic 3σ detection

limit of 8 µM for HCl in water (pH = 5.1) at a chromophore concentration

of 10 µM, which is similar to other color-shifting chromophores [152] and

commercially available pH-sensitive [153].
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Figure 3.3: (a) Fluorescence spectra and photographs of np-P4VB (2 mM) in
ethanol and with Zn2+ and H+ (500 mM Zn(NO3)2 and 100 mM HCl respec-
tively). (b) Blacklight photograph of np-P4VB (10 µM) in ethanol with differ-
ent acid concentrations shown; the corresponding photoluminescence spectra
are shown in (c). There is a hint of a double-peaked emission for intermediate
acid concentrations, possibly suggesting a mixture of singly and doubly pro-
tonated states. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15,
5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Absorption spectra of np-P4VB computed at the time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) level in different solvent en-
vironments. (b) Orbitals involved in the first transition (the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) on the left and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) on the right), as obtained from the natural transition or-
bitals (NTO) analysis, for the neutral and fully protonated species in DMF.
Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copy-
right 2019 American Chemical Society.

To undertand the role played by specific chromophore-ion interactions

as the origin of the solvent-mediated shifts in the luminescence, a quantum

chemistry analysis was performed. This was based on density functional the-

ory (DFT) implemented in the Gaussian software package. The calculations

used the CAM-B3LYP exchange-correlation functional and a 6-31++G(d,p)

Gaussian basis set. Solvent effects were accounted for using the PCM

implicit solvation model [154]. Specific interactions with ionic species in

the solvent were captured from an explicit introduction of the species in

the calculation. Optical absorption and emission properties were simulated

using time-dependent DFT, neglecting vibrational effects, using the ground-

and first-excited-state-optimized structures. The predicted DFT values are

reported in brackets in Table 3.1.

The simulated absorption spectrum was dominated by two intense peaks in

the 300-350 nm region and the 400-460 nm region (Fig. 3.4a). By modifying

the dielectric environment to match with values reported for DMF and
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benzene solvents, we recovered the experimental solvatochromic trend, with

the calculations predicting the correct ordering for the two solvents. This

finding agrees with the observed solvatochromism in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, pointing

to a dielectric polarization origin. The first excited state was simulated with

a good quantitative accuracy, matching with the experimental value within

less than 0.1 eV. The accuracy of the second excitation was somewhat lower,

matching the experimental value within 0.3 eV.

Upon introduction of Zn2+ and H+ cations in the vicinity of the nitrogen

group of pyridine, a significant redshift was observed at the theoretical level, in

agreement with the experimental trend. The simulated first excitation peaks

after binding at the nitrogen sites were also in good quantitative agreement,

matching the experiment values within 7 nm. This directly points to the role

of specific ion binding as the origin of the high control over the molecular

luminescence. The successive introduction of first and second protons led to

an intermediate peak shift (Fig. 3.4a), confirming the pH sensitivity of the

molecule and suggesting that partial protonation might be the origin of the

double-peak structure in Fig. 3.3c.

The first excited state natural transition orbitals (NTO) [155] for both

neutral and fully protonated molecules (Figure 3.4b) showed that specific

ion binding did not affect the nature of the transition, which was still a

clear HOMO to LUMO π − π∗ transition dominating the NTO analysis (0.96

coefficient). However, ion binding promotes a better orbital delocalization,

especially in the LUMO state in the region of the external rings. At the struc-

tural level, the specific ion binding led to a smaller twist angle between the

central and external aromatic rings (19 vs 11°). This implies an increasingly

extended conjugation that is induced and controlled by the presence of ions

in the solution.

The emission wavelength was computed at the TD-DFT level and taking

the Stokes shift into account (Table 3.1). Those were qualitatively in
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agreement with the experimental results. The absolute match with the

experimental emission peaks was less accurate than that for the absorption

peaks, but the largest difference is still reasonable, within 0.3 eV for the

neutral species. The trend that prevailed for the absorption spectra was still

observed for the emission spectra, and the capture of ion provides the same

control for both emission and absorption.

Experiments and the DFT calculations agree that np-P4VB shows

extensive fluorescence wavelength tunability. This can be attributed to the

excellent steric accessibility of the nitrogen atoms and the bulky, protective

side groups that minimize intermolecular interactions. These properties,

combined with the linear structure of the conjugated backbone, suggest that

np-P4VB is an excellent candidate for the formation of more complicated

molecular structures with extensive luminescence control.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the structure of TDC-MOF-8. The np-P4VB (blue)
scaffold links the Zn-TDC square arrays into a slightly tilted layered struc-
ture. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823.
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

After fully characterizing the chromophore, the next step was to demon-

strate its ligand role in a metal-organic framework. We initially hypothesized

that this might preserve the color-changing ability while taking advantage of

the linear conjugated backbone to create a highly polarized and switchable

emission. Following the procedure described in the Experimental Section, we

built a “pillared” paddle wheel Zn-MOF in which the np-P4VB served as
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the network of coordinating ligands (“TDC-MOF-8”; Fig. 3.5). Each paddle

wheel cluster in this MOF is formed by two Zn2+ ions interlinked by four

µ-O,O’-coordinated carboxylic groups of four TDC units. Each TDC unit

thus interconnects two di-zinc clusters, resulting in two-dimensional ZnTDC

layers with a square array topology. These layers are linked by the np-P4VB

via coordination to the axial positions of the paddle wheel Zn2+ clusters

at the each of the two pyridine end groups. According to the PXRD (Fig.

A.3), the resulting MOF has a monoclinic unit cell and is stabilized by large

neopentyl side groups, which, unlike in previous work [148] at least partly fill

the voids between the fluorescent linkers.

The increased stability of TDC-MOF-8 allows removal of the solvent from

the MOF pores without the complete destruction of the coordination network

observed in related MOFs [142]. The color of the guest-free TDC-MOF-8 was

stable and remained yellow after prolonged air exposure (weeks). Resolvation

in DMF resulted in the reappearance of the PXRD reflection inherent to the

originally synthesized MOF.

The np-P4VB MOFs formed layered square platelets up to about 150 µm

on their long edges (Fig. 3.6a). This structural motif is consistent with the

PXRD results and the crystal structure proposed in Figure 3.5. The layered

appearance ultimately resulted in square platelets that were typically about

2 µm thick. The facets of the MOF platelets were not perfectly smooth but

typically contained few small (about 5 µm) square cavities or depressions.

The platelets tended to stack into “book-like” clusters that could be up to

tens of micrometers thick.

The MOFs were characterized by a visibly greenish-yellow fluorescence,

which peaked at 513 nm (Fig. 3.6b), a value that is similar to that reported

in Table 3.1 for the interaction of np-P4VB with Zn2+ ions in solution. The

fluorescence was found to be polarized nearly perpendicular to the platelet

surfaces (Fig. 3.6c). The polarization anisotropy, A, was measured with the
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Figure 3.6: Structure and luminescence of np-P4VB MOFs before (a-d) and
after (e-h) fuming with HCl. (a) Helium ion image of MOF platelets; (b)
fluorescence image showing a cluster of MOFs; (c) MOF fluorescence spectrum;
and (d) fluorescence polarization curve taken in the directions illustrated with
respect to the MOF platelets. Panels (e) and (f) are the same as the first
four panels after fuming the MOFs with HCl. Reprinted with permission from
Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.

viewing direction parallel to the excitation direction, and the both excitation

and emission polarizations maintained parallel to each other but rotated with

respect to the MOF crystals. Randomly oriented chromophores or those

in which the emission transition moment is randomly oriented will have an

anisotropy of zero. For the np-P4VB MOF viewed edge on, the anisotropy

measured as described above ranged between 0.7 and 0.8, where A =
I‖−I⊥
I‖+2I⊥

and the symbols represent the fluorescence intensities measured parallel

and perpendicular to the platelet surface normal, respectively. Fluorescence

emitted in a direction parallel to the platelet surface normal, however, showed

little evidence of polarization (A = ∼ 0). Thus, the polarization anisotropy

strongly favors the direction of the conjugated backbone of the np-P4VB
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in the crystalline MOF structure illustrated in Fig. 3.5, yielding a highly

polarized luminescence parallel to the platelet normal.

To demonstrate the fluorescence color-changing ability, the MOFs were

then exposed to HCl vapors to protonate them. A droplet of 12 M HCl was

placed 5 mm from the location of the MOFs and the protonation-induced

fluorescence change was observed over a period of several minutes. In some

experiments, the MOFs were fumed by holding them over a beaker of HCl.

While no differences were observed in the overall MOF shapes or structures

after fuming (Fig. 3.6a,e), the initially yellowish fluorescent platelets changed

to reddish orange (Fig. 3.6b,f). Throughout this process, the polarization

anisotropy remained statistically unchanged (Fig. 3.6d,h) in the range of

0.7-0.8, within the variations from different individual grains and viewing

angles with respect to the platelet normal.

The strong polarization anisotropy arises because the MOF structure

enforces a high degree of orientation on the linear np-P4VB scaffold molecules.

The anisotropy is one of the highest seen so far [156] due to the consistent

alignment of the structural np-P4VB scaffold, which appears to remain intact

throughout the interaction with HCl fumes. This shows that the selection

of a ligand with a linearly conjugated backbone and a MOF structure that

enforces a consistent ligand orientation, combined with possible waveguide

polarization effects within each thin MOF platelet, can lead to a nearly

complete luminescence polarization, which, in this case, can even survive the

protonation reaction and associated color change.

The location of the H+ and the corresponding counterion in the protonated

MOF structure can be speculated on the basis of the absorption of HCl via

the formation of carboxylato-chlorozincate clusters [157] with simultaneous

protonation of pyridine units of the np-P4VB ligand. The latter can remain

in proximity to the zinc clusters via hydrogen bonding to the carboxylate

group, which would maintain the overall highly aligned network similar
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to those observed in protonated amino acids [158] and also paddle wheel

Zn-carboxylate structures with axially coordinated chloride ligands [159].

The presence of chloride within the HCl-fumed MOF crystals was clearly

evidenced by energy-disperse X-ray (EDX) analysis (Fig. A.4), though the

quantification, e.g., of Zn/Cl ratio is not possible due to the lack of a

suitable standard. Protonated crystals exhibit a PXRD pattern similar to the

solvent-free dried MOF for which the reflections due to ZnTDC layers were

predominantly detectable (Fig. A.5). This suggests a light loss of structural

order upon protonation.

Figure 3.7: (a) As-synthesized TDC-MOF-8; (b) after fuming with HCl va-
pors for several minutes; and (c) after subsequent exposure to concentrated
NaOH for 24 h without direct contact. The initially yellow MOFs turn orange
(with a corresponding change in the PL spectrum); after exposure to NaOH,
they appeared to at least partly deprotonate, leading to a yellow-orange color.
Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copy-
right 2019 American Chemical Society.

The MOFs could be induced to switch back at least partly to their original

color by exposure to concentrated NaOH (Fig. 3.7). This suggests that at

least some of the H+ and its counterion are not very strongly bound into

the MOF structure. However, even after several days, we did not observe

a complete reversal to the original green-yellow color, whereas the original

transition from yellow to reddish takes only a few minutes. Thus, while the

MOF switches readily toward longer wavelengths, the removal of the acid is

difficult and only a partial reversal could be observed. The rate and degree of
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color changes were frequently observed to be faster in the case of the smallest

MOFs (Fig. A.6), suggesting that better reversibility can be obtained by

controlling the size of the MOF platelets.

We further tested the color change under exposure to fumes of trifluo-

roacetic acid and acetic acid, which have fairly different counterion sizes. No

consistent differences were observed in response to these different acids that

could not be explained as a result of their different acidity. While these acids

do have quite different sizes as compared to HCl, they all remain significantly

smaller than the interplanar spacing of the MOFs (Fig. 3.5). With such a

large spacing, there is limited ability to select different acids within the size

range of the three investigated acid counterions. Contact with liquid acid or

solution, however, caused the MOFs to change color instantly and caused an

obvious loss of structural integrity.

The photophysics of the MOFs was further investigated by measuring

their luminescence lifetimes. The luminescence lifetimes of the MOFs were

found to be slightly shorter than those of equivalent pure solvents (e.g., by

comparing the Zn/ MOFs in DMF with the pure dye in DMF with dissolved

Zn2+; Table 3.1). This result is likely due to FRET-related carrier migration

and recombination at surface-related defects. While the Zn-MOFs developed

here are much larger than those for which similar lifetime decreases were

reported[160], the individual wafers from which the platelets are constructed

are submicrometer in scale, as observed by ion microscopy (Fig. A.7). Thus,

carriers are likely to meet interfacial defects after traveling relatively short

distances compared to the size of the whole platelets, consistent with the

shorter observed luminescence lifetimes.

This TDC-MOF demonstrates color switching, compared to a recent

study in which only a quenching effect was reported and suggested as a

possible MOF-based pH-sensing mechanism [141]. The ability to generate

at least partly reversible fluorescence switching is considered more desirable
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for fluorescence-based sensing applications [117], since the dual-channel

measurement leads to lower signal-to-noise ratios and an improved sensitivity.

Furthermore, the dominant emission into one polarization can improve the

performance of hybrid fluorescent systems for light emission, sensing, or lasing

applications. Presumably, the formation of different coordination frameworks,

for example, using different metal cations, might permit the creation of MOFs

whose fluorescence color could be “dialed in” for any specific application.

3.4 Conclusions

We developed a simple organic chromophore that shows a striking fluorescence

response to changes in the chemical environment. Its solvatochromic shift re-

sults in tunable luminescence through the blue and teal parts of the spectrum.

Interaction with the surrounding ions causes even stronger changes, resulting

in green or red luminescence. The strong luminescence color control arises from

ion binding at the nitrogen sites, which tunes the degree of charge delocaliza-

tion through the conjugated backbone of the molecular structure. Given the

excellent fluorescent properties such as a high quantum yield, good photosta-

bility, and relative lack of intermolecular interactions due to large side chains,

np-P4VB is a candidate fluorescent scaffold in metal-organic frameworks with

extensively controllable fluorescence properties. In this work, we developed a

zinc-based paddle wheel MOF that forms well-defined platelets in which the

molecular framework enforces the alignment of np-P4VB along the principle

axis. The resulting luminescence was highly polarized while also demonstrat-

ing a strong color-changing ability. The stacked MOF platelets shifted from a

greenish-yellow to a red-orange fluorescence upon exposure to HCl fumes, with-

out any visible degradation of the platelet structure, and could at least partly

recover the original spectrum. This work demonstrates a fluorescent MOF that

preserves a high degree of polarization anisotropy and color-switching ability,

suggesting possible hybrid material routes toward robust experimental control

over the light emission properties.
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Chapter 4

An Ultrasensitive Fluorescent
Paper-Based CO2 Sensor

4.1 Introduction

Measurement of carbon dioxide (CO2) is important in environmental, agri-

cultural, biological, food, and medical industries[161]–[164]. CO2 is also a

greenhouse gas and is thought to be an important factor in climate change.

It is used industrially for agricultural pest control and for experimental plant

growth [165]. CO2 is mixed with oxygen to form an inhalable gas for medical

uses, is widely used in carbonated drinks [164], [166], and can be used to

increase subsurface oil recovery [167]. Continuous CO2 gas sensing is thus

often required in order to ensure compliance with environmental standards,

monitor safe levels for workers, determine smart building occupancy, and

perform laboratory measurements [168].

Current CO2 sensors are based on infrared absorption or electrochemical

interactions that measure resistance or current[164], [169]–[180]. Sensors

that use infrared absorption spectroscopy can be exceptionally sensitive,

with detection limits well into the parts-per-billion range, but they cost tens

of thousands of dollars. Electrochemical sensors are much less expensive

(typically $100-300) but they typically suffer from a high cross sensitivity to

other gases, have poor temperature stability, and the limit of detection is on

the order of thousands of ppm [164], [181]–[183]. Compared to these types
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of CO2 sensors, fluorescence-based CO2 sensors are potentially attractive

because of their potentially simple construction, but their ultimate detection

limits and chemical stability remain problematic [184], [185].

Paper-based sensors are attractive because of their versatility and low cost.

Microfluidic paper-based devices are under widespread investigation for many

biomedical applications, and paper sensors have been proposed for glucose

monitoring, protein detection, and nerve-agent detection [186]–[188]. One

previous paper-based CO2 sensor was reported but it required colorimetric

analysis of up to four dyes and was only demonstrated for solution-based

sensing [189], as opposed to operating in the gas phase which is key for most

of the aforementioned applications. To the best of our knowledge, only one

previous paper-based CO2 gas sensor has been demonstrated [190], but no

detection limits were reported

Fluorescence-based sensors can use one of several techniques for CO2

sensing (Table 4.1). One method is to sense carbonic acid (H2CO3) formed

from the reaction between CO2 and water. In this strategy, carbonic acid

reacts with pH-sensitive fluorescent dye causing a change in the fluorescence

intensity or color [184]. Another method uses the reaction between CO2

and an amine group in a dye to form a carbamate, which quenches or shifts

the fluorescence spectrum [191]. Alternatively, the amine group can first

be deprotonated by reaction with an anion (e.g., F−) in solution. The

deprotonated amine group can then react with CO2, thus activating a change

in the emission [192], [193].

The limit of detection (LoD) for fluorescence sensors based on amine

reactions range widely in the literature, with calculated or extrapolated values

much lower than experimental ones (Table 4.1). Some calculated LoDs can be

extremely low for chemical sensors (i.e., several tens of ppm); however, these

sensors show poor or negligible reversibility and have long recovery times or

no recovery at all, and are thus a one-use application (e.g., as absorbants)
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[192]. In comparison, carbonic acid methods can be reversible and show fast

response and recovery times [194]. This is especially desirable for multi-use

applications, but this method appears to suffer from a comparatively poor

LoD. The aim of this work is to show a reversible color-shift fluorescent gas

sensor with a low LoD and reversibility on a convenient paper-based platform.

Table 4.1: Comparison of Fluorescence-Based Optical CO2 Sensors (The num-
bers inside the parentheses are the lowest concentration detected experimen-
tally; without the parentheses indicates an extrapolated LoD.). Reprinted
with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513.
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Method Sensing
signal

LoD (%) Response
time (s)

Recovery
time (s)

Ref.

amine intensity 0.0026(0.1) [195]
amine color 0.04 [196]
anion activated intensity 0.003(0.004) [175]
anion activated color 0.0038(6.4) [192]
carbonic acid intensity (0.038) ”fast” [197]
carbonic acid intensity (0.04) [198]
carbonic acid intensity (2.5) [199]
carbonic acid intensity 0.11(1) 10 180 [177]
carbonic acid color 0.25(0.25) 30 60 [184]
carbonic acid color 2.3(7.7) 5 5 [200]
carbonic acid color 0.6(0.6) 30 60 [184]

In order to achieve this, we capitalize on the reversible protonation re-

action that takes place in bis(4-pyridyl)dineopentoxyl-p-phenylenedivinylene

(np-P4VB: Fig. 4.1), a chromophore that we recently designed for its excep-

tional stability and fluorescence color-shift properties [119]. The molecular

backbone has been synthesized a few times recently in the literature but

generally with short-chain sidegroups (i.e., methoxy groups) [201]–[203].

When the highly-accessible nitrogen atoms on the two terminal pyridine rings

of np-P4VB are protonated, a fluorescence shift from teal to orange results

from the extensive electron delocalization in the lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital [204]. Smaller but distinct fluorescence shifts occur as a result of pos-
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itive solvatochromism (a redshift upon exposure to solvents of higher polarity).

Here, we will show that np-P4VB can be developed as a sensitive

paper-based fluorescent CO2 gas sensor. The LoD is the lowest observed

for a sensor of this type, while showing full reversibility and a relatively

fast response time in a simple paper-based sensor format. Furthermore, the

ratiometric method employed by this color-shift chromophore permits almost

complete cancellation of the effects of bleaching, power fluctuations, or other

extraneous variations in the sensor signal.

Figure 4.1: Stick diagrams illustrating the molecular structures of me-P4VB,
np-P2VB, and np-P4VB. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society.

4.2 Experimental section

The synthesis, identification, and characterization of np-P4VB with neopentyl

side groups was described by us in detail previously [119]. The neopentyl

groups serve as bulky protective “barriers” against intermolecular interactions

which can otherwise lead to extensive luminescence quenching in similar

molecules [119]. When dried from solution, the resulting crystals form

aggregations of thin yellow fibers with a strong green fluorescence (Fig. B.1).

In solution, the quantum efficiency is up to 80%.

To compare performance and shed light on the mechanisms, we synthesized

two related molecules. 2,5-dineopentoxy-1,4-bis[2-(2-pyridyl)ethenyl]benzene
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(np-P2VB) was synthesized following the same protocol as for np-P4VB

except that pyridine-2-carboxaldehyde was used in the last step instead

of pyridine-4-carboxaldehyde. Synthesis of 2,5-dimethoxy-1,4-bis[2-(4-

pyridyl)ethenyl]benzene (me-P4VB) was performed according to literature

procedure [205]. The structures were verified by NMR (Fig. B.2, B.3) and

are represented in Fig. 4.1.

The paper-based sensors were fabricated by dipping a piece of Fisher

brand P4 grade filter paper into a solution of 0.2 mM np-P4VB in ethanol.

The solvent was then allowed to evaporate over a period of several minutes,

leaving the np-P4VB dispersed in the cellulose fibers of the paper. The CO2

gas sensing apparatus was constructed from quarter inch tubing and two flow

controllers (Fig. 4.2). Nitrogen (99.998% purity) was used as the carrier

gas and the other line contained a CO2 + N2 test gas mixture (either 100

ppm or 1% pre-mixed with balance nitrogen). The CO2 concentration was

controlled by changing the flow rate of the two gases, which were varied

from 0 to 5 NL/h in different experiments. Mixed gas was delivered into

a flask containing water at 40oC in order to deliver sufficient water vapor

to the gas flow. For some experiments the standardized CO2 line was

replaced with room air (410 ppm CO2) or human breath (nominally 4-5%

CO2) in order to test the sensor response under more complicated gas mixtures.

The resulting gases were then allowed to flow directly through the paper

sensor, while its fluorescence was measured in real time. The fluorescence was

excited with a 365 nm LED (Prizmatix) and was collected by a standard 1

mm optical fiber (numerical aperture = 0.5). The fluorescence was analyzed

with an intensity-calibrated Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer. The

system saved the spectrum automatically every 5 seconds as the gas flows

were adjusted to deliver CO2 or to purge the sensor, in order to generate

sensorgrams. A set of blanks was also run in order to confirm the sensing

mechanism, as described further below.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the experimental setup. CO2 mixed with N2 as
a carrier gas was passed over a warm water bath (40oC), and then flowed
through fluorescent paper. A 365-nm LED illuminated the sample, and a fiber
was used to collect the fluorescence, which was analyzed in real time by a
miniature spectrometer. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society.

4.3 Results and discussion

The fluorescence spectrum of the as-formed solid crystals of np-P4VB peaked

at 520 nm, but after being dissolved in ethanol the emission peaked at 475

nm (Fig. 4.3a), appearing a bright teal to the eye. After being infused in

filter paper and allowed to dry, the emission changed in color from teal

to yellow-green as the peak emission shifted from 475 to 550 nm. The

fluorescence of the dried filter paper tended to gradually photobleach over a

period of several minutes, whereas little-to-no bleaching was observed in the

original solution. This is likely a result of the formation of singlet oxygen

or long-lived triplet states that can diffuse out of the excitation spot in the

solution phase but cannot do so when dried in the filter paper.
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Figure 4.3: (a) PL spectra of the P4VB in crystals, ethanol solution, and on
base-blocked and unblocked paper. (b) Fluorescence lifetimes for the same set
of samples. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces
2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

The pronounced long-wavelength shift that occurred upon drying the dye

in the paper suggests that the paper itself is slightly acidic. While cellulose

(the main constituent of paper) is nominally non-acidic, many acidic impu-

rities are known to occur during paper fabrication and even to accumulate

over time (i.e., lignin and hemicellulose produce slightly acidic degradation

byproducts in paper). These would result in a redshift of the fluorescence, here

observed from teal to yellow, via a partial protonation of the dye. In order to

verify this hypothesis, the paper was first dipped in diethylamine, a rather

strong and volatile organic base, in order to block the acidic components of

the paper. After drying, the same infusion procedure as above was followed

with the np-P4VB. In this case, the fluorescence remained teal and no spec-

tral shift was observed between the starting solution and the dried filter paper.

The fluorescence lifetimes showed a single exponential decay in all cases,

varying from 2.3 and 2.4 ns for the teal emission (in solution or on the

diethylamine-blocked paper) up to 2.6 ns for the solid np-P4VB crystals and

2.9 ns when the chromophore was dried on filter paper without the blocking

solution (Fig. 4.3b). Thus, we observe a consistent monotonic increase in the

fluorescence lifetime as the peak of the PL spectrum shifts from teal through

yellow in color.
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In order to verify the ability of the fluorescent paper to act as a pH sensor,

we first exposed it to acid vapors over a beaker of strong HCl (12 M). The

initially teal fluorescence quickly changed over several seconds, gradually

becoming orange (Fig. 4.4). This shows that the chromophore remains highly

sensitive to protonation even when dispersed in the cellulose fibers. The color

change is also consistent with that occurring after exposure of the np-P4VB

crystals to acid vapors, which also turned the fluorescence from green to

orange over a period of less than a minute (Fig. B.1).

Figure 4.4: Photographs of np-P4VB-infused paper taken under a black light.
Images (a and b) are the dye-infused paper (a) with and (b) without pre-
treatment with diethylamine. Photos (c-e) show the color evolution starting
from (b) exposure to the acid vapor from 12 M HCl for 5, 10, and 20 s,
respectively. The color shifts from green to orange. The images were taken
with a OnePlus 7 Pro cellphone camera and are reasonable approximations to
the observed colors, although (b) appears significantly greener and (e) appears
slightly redder to the naked eye than they do in the image. Reprinted with
permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513.
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

The main problem with protonation-induced fluorescence color shifting by

weak acids is that a high acid concentration is required since completing the

shift requires double-protonation of the dye molecules. However, we recently

showed that positive solvatochromic shifts also occur in this chromphore

[119]. While the redshift is much less dramatic than it is for protonation,

there is a consistent shift toward longer wavelengths as the static dielectric

constant (or polarity index) of the solution increases. This shift could, in

principle, be sensitive to small changes in acid concentration, not as a direct
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result of protonation but rather because of a weaker perturbation of the

LUMO-HOMO transition [204].

In order to clarify the sensor results, we first performed a set of blank

runs. The first blank simply used filter paper (no dye). A weak whitish

PL was observed and did not change upon exposure to the CO2-H2O-N2

gas mixture. Next, a sample of np-P4VB-infused paper showing strong

green-yellow fluorescence (550 nm) was exposed either to dry N2 or to N2

that was passed over the warm water. In these cases, no shift in the spectrum

was found, although photobleaching did occur as usual (Fig. B.4). Dry CO2

was also attempted, with no resulting spectral shift. In comparison, when

CO2 was added to N2 and flowed over the warm water bath, a clear redshift

was observed whose magnitude varied monotonically with CO2 concentration

(Fig. 4.5a).

Figure 4.5: (a) Normalized photoluminescence spectra of filter paper infused
with np-P4VB upon exposure for 5 min to different CO2 levels ranging from 0
to 66%. (b) Ratiometric wavelength shift as a function of CO2 concentration.
The dashed line curve is a best fit from S = a1 + a2/(a3 + C). The error bars
represent 3σ of the standard deviation of three measurements on the same
sample at a CO2 concentration of 20%. The error measurements were taken
by finding the saturation shift level, then regenerating the sensor paper as
described in the sensorgram measurements and repeating the CO2 exposure.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18,
20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

While the mechanisms for the color shift are difficult to determine
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unambiguously from these experiments, several conclusions can nevertheless

be drawn. First, we observe that CO2 and water vapor are needed to obtain

the luminescence spectral shift. Since the carrier gases were gently passed

over a still warm water bath, there are unlikely to be any water droplets

carried to the sensor. There is probably condensation of the water vapor

within the paper, thus wetting it and providing a medium for dissolving CO2

and the formation of carbonic acid, which is then sensed by the np-P4VB

via interactions with the weakly basic pyridine groups. Based on the small

color shift, there appears not to be a proton transfer occurring, rather only a

weakly bound associate of np-P4VB and carbonic acid, which perturbs the

HOMO-LUMO gap and causes a small but clear redshift in the emission spec-

trum. These ideas are consistent with NMR results on samples pressurized

under CO2 and exposed to acid (Fig. B.5 and B.6) and with detailed UV-vis

absorption spectroscopy (Fig. B.7).

In order to verify these ideas, two variations of the chromophore were

synthesized and tested (see Experimental Section). np-P2VB has the same

molecular backbone and sidegroups, but the pyridine nitrogen atoms are on

the pyridine 2 position and thus should be less sterically accessible. me-P4VB

has smaller, shorter sidegroups and is expected to show an increased degree

of intermolecular interaction. Indeed, the acid response for np-P2VB was

quite poor compared to that of np-P4VB (Fig. B.8), consistent with the

hypothesis that the position of the nitrogen in the pyridine rings is key to

sensor performance. me-P4VB showed broadly similar performance as that of

np-P4VB but showed limited solubility in ethanol solutions, consistent with

the deleterious effects of increased molecular interactions with the shorter

sidegroups. The sensing performance was also tested and showed precisely

analogous behavior (i.e., good performance for P4VB and poor to negligible

performance for P2VB; Fig. B.9).

To quantify the luminescent spectral shift and eliminate the effects of
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bleaching, a ratiometric approach was employed, in which the signal S =
Iλ1
Iλ2

with λ1= 570 nm and λ2 =481 nm. These wavelengths show relatively large

intensity changes upon exposure to the test gas. The experimental values

for S varied monotonically as a function of CO2 gas concentration ranging

from 0 to 66% (Fig. 4.5b). The observed shift was linear for each of the

two wavelengths, so that dividing the two linear relationships yields S =

a1 + a2/(a3 + C), where a1, a2, and a3 are fitting parameters and C is the

concentration. The relationship between the sensor response, S, and CO2

concentration is clearly monotonic (Fig. 4.5b) and in agreement with the

simple model.

To find the LoD, one needs an estimate of the sensitivity and the noise

level. In order to estimate the noise, the standard deviation of the signal S

was taken from 130 points under unchanging conditions. The sensitivity, m,

was estimated conservatively at the low-concentration region where the slope

in Fig. 4.5b is the smallest. With this method, we find that the LoD = 3σ/m

= 250 ppm.

The LoD is among the lowest for carbonic-acid-based sensing schemes and

is as good as those obtained for many non-reversible reactions (Table 4.1).

In order to verify this performance, real-time sensorgram measurements were

performed as the CO2 was injected periodically at different concentrations.

For a 1% CO2 mixture, the response was clear and repeatable (Fig. 4.6),

with a characteristic rise time of 100 seconds to reach the maximum signal.

Upon stopping the CO2 flow and switching the N2 over the warm water, the

fluorescence shifted back to its original value after ∼ 45 seconds. Thus, the

sensor is regenerated after each exposure due to exchange of the gases or

removal of the condensate within the paper.

Further tests were conducted with 0.1% and 0.01% CO2 in N2 gas mix-

tures. The signal strength is likely related to the equilibrium concentration of

carbonic acid present in the paper. While the strength of the signal decreases
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for these low concentrations, even at 100 ppm (0.01%) the signal is clear and

repeatable (Fig. 4.6a, inset), although at this scale, it does appear on top

of a slightly changing background. Lower flow rates were used for the lower

concentrations, which resulted in a longer regeneration time as shown in Fig.

4.6 as confirmed by varying the flow rates for the same concentration (Fig.

B.10). The magnitude of the final signal was only modestly affected by the

flow rate, however.

Figure 4.6: (a) Sensorgram response of the np-P4VB-infused paper, which was
exposed to different concentrations of CO2 (1% for the orange line, 0.1% for
the green line, and 0.01% for the blue line). The spectra showed an obvious
wavelength shift under CO2 and changed back when the CO2 flow was changed
to pure N2. (b) Response of the CO2 sensor recurrently exposed to atmospheric
air (blue line) or human breath (red line). Reprinted with permission from
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020
American Chemical Society.

In order to verify how well the CO2 sensor works in more complicated gas

mixtures, it was tested with human breath and with atmospheric air. Human

breath consists of a mixture of CO2 (5% depending on the individual), water

vapor (5%), N2 (74%), O2 (15%), and a mixture of trace gases and possibly

some volatile organic compounds. A “breath test” was performed by having

an experimenter breathe into a tube which was connected to another tube

with flowing N2 (2 NL/h). The breathing rate was controlled as well as

reasonably possible for a roughly 50% dilution with the carrier gas.
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As shown in Fig. 4.6b, the sensor responded clearly to human breath,

with the signal appearing much the same as for the pure CO2 measurements,

although it was significantly smaller than expected for 2.5% CO2. Two factors

may contribute to the weaker-than-expected signal: first, it was difficult to

ensure a consistent and accurate breathing rate into the tube (especially

considering that the sensor response was 100 seconds at the flow rates used),

and second, there could be interfering effects from many possible gases that

might be present.

The sensor response to atmospheric air was also evaluated, where current

background CO2 levels are 410 ppm [206]. Compressed air was injected into

the sensor apparatus at the same flow rate as the 99.998% N2 carrier gas (2

NL/h), so that the effective CO2 concentration delivered to the sensor was

∼ 205 ppm. The sensor responded repeatably to the atmospheric CO2 level

and the signal strength was in good agreement with those for the pure gas

mixtures shown in Fig. 4.5.

The errors and repeatability of the paper-based sensors were next eval-

uated further. By using the signal stability of a single sensor under fixed

conditions, the 3σ signal noise was 0.092%. Repeating the same measure-

ments by regenerating the sensor yielded slightly larger errors. Comparing

the results for the same CO2 exposures with different samples yielded errors

of 3%, especially if the measurements were taken at different times after

the sample was prepared or using drop casting vs. dipping methods. These

effects can be seen in Fig. 4.6, where the samples do not all start at precisely

the same initial signal level. This suggests that either sample calibration is

needed or that special care must be taken to quantify the effects of aging and

exposure to atmospheric CO2, water vapor, and other gases.

The experimental LoD appears nevertheless to be significantly smaller than

the calculated one. From Fig. 4.6a, 100 ppm of CO2 yields an experimental

SNR of 53. If we assume that the LoD is determined by 3σ of the random noise
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in Fig. 4.6b, the LoD becomes as low as 5.7 ppm assuming a linear response,

which is in agreement with the model at low concentrations. Essentially, these

data feature experimental detection of CO2 at levels considerably lower than

the extrapolated LoD from high-concentrations of CO2 using variable mixed

gas flow rates. This means that while exceptionally low concentrations of CO2

are detectable by fluorescence, an absolute quantification at such low CO2

levels would be difficult without further calibrations and age/responsivity

studies. Additionally, there may be significant error in the mixed gas flow

rates at this level, which contribute to the measured errors, although this is

not related to the actual sensor performance.

Batch-to-batch variability was also tested by comparing the response

of prepared paper sensors from different original boxes. This variation

was found to be about 3%, which is similar to the errors shown in Fig.

4.5b from multiple regenerations from the same sample. Thus, we con-

clude that batch-to-batch variability is not a major concern for practical

application, and the errors are essentially controlled by aging, oxidation,

or currently uncontrolled variables in the sample preparation and gas handling.

Np-P4VB was designed to offer excellent fluorescence color shift sensor

performance by having accessible pyridine groups on a protected but relatively

short conjugated backbone. Outstanding CO2 sensing performance can be

achieved in a paper-based format into which the np-P4VB is infused and

dried. Np-P4VB-infused paper shows a solvatochromic-like redshift of the PL

spectrum upon exposure to CO2-carrying gases. This was attributed to the

complex environment around the np-P4VB molecules embedded in the paper,

which evidently contains carbonic acid formed as different concentrations of

CO2 pass through the moist paper. The carbonic acid interacts with the basic

pyridine groups in the np-PV4B, shifting the fluorescence and resulting in the

measured sensor signal. These results present the lowest reported detection

limits for a paper-based CO2 gas sensor to date.
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These results present the lowest reported detection limits for a paper-based

CO2 gas sensor to date. An additional advantage of this sensor is that the

effects of photobleaching (see Fig. B.4), quenching, or LED power fluctuations

were eliminated. The reason is that all of these effects were evidently of the

same magnitude over the whole spectrum, and thus, the fluorescent ratiometric

approach simply cancelled them out.

4.4 Conclusion

Np-P4VB-infused paper offers outstanding sensor performance in a simple

and universal design. The ratiometric approach easily cancels simple prob-

lems such as photobleaching and excitation power variability. The sensor

response time is on the order of 1 minute, which is comparable with other

fluorescence-based sensors. It responds reliably to complex multi-component

atmospheric gases, provided that no other acidic gases are present. Detection

of 100 ppm was shown experimentally, with an extrapolated LoD of only 5.7

ppm. Hundreds of such paper sensors can easily be made from a single 1

mL stock solution and they require virtually no processing, lithography, or

printing, thus rendering the sensor exceptionally simple and inexpensive to

produce. Sensors of this type could find future applications in smart buildings

or other locations requiring continuous background CO2 monitoring, but

care must be taken to minimize sensor aging under uncontrolled atmospheric

conditions. Future improvements in the fabrication and testing processes

would permit a more standard and uniform sample-to-sample response to be

achieved.
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Chapter 5

Ultrasensitive Picomolar
Detection of Aqueous Acids in
Microscale Fluorescent Droplets

5.1 Introduction

Ultrasensitive chemical sensing is expected to be of great importance in

environmental [207], water safety [208], air quality [209], and biochemical

applications [210]–[212]. For example, ultra-sensitive (i.e., sub-nanomolar)

chemical sensors are being developed to detect tiny quantities of intracellular

hydrogen ions which can present important early indications of disease

[213]. The sensitive detection of acidic nitroaromatic compounds (i.e., picric

acid) has been widely investigated for trace explosives sensing [214]. The

detection of trace lactic acid is important for health and food safety [215].

Ultrasensitive detection of H2S is needed for worker safety and for health

applications including the detection of metabolic abnormalities associated

with a variety of diseases [216]. These are just a few examples in which the

sensitive detection of acidic compounds is of major consequence.

Because of the widespread importance and numerous applications asso-

ciated with the sensing of [H+], a large number of acid sensors have been

reported in recent years. Electrochemical sensors for various acids are based

on current or resistance measurements and have extrapolated limits of detec-

tion (LoDs) mainly in the micromolar regime or slightly below [217], [218]
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(see Table 5.1). Colorimetric sensing is based on optical absorption changes

and has yielded calculated LoDs as low as 11.6 nM for enzyme immobilization

and detection of okadaic acid [219]. Fluorescence sensing strategies appear to

have some of the lowest calculated LoDs so far, with reports into the single

nanomolar range [220]. Further decreasing the LoD has proven challenging,

however, because of detector noise and low light levels or weak sensing signals

[221].

Microdroplets have the potential to yield an ultra-low limit of detection

for acid sensing [223].The idea is based around a partition of [H+] from the

analyte into the microdroplet, which can, in principle, lead to a concentration

enhancement that multiplies the detection signal. The partition coefficient is

the ratio of the equilibrium concentrations of the analyte in two immiscible

liquid systems, and it is widely applied for chemical extraction and analysis

[237]. Colorimetric studies of liquid droplets recently showed that the

droplet-based detection method is fast, requires small sample volumes, and

yielded an experimental LoD of 0.1 mM [238]. The method developed in this

work will preserve the first two advantages but decrease the LoD by more

than six orders of magnitude. Obviously, more costly and time-consuming

methods like mass spectroscopy [239] and surface-enhanced Raman scattering

(including from microdroplets [240]) can provide chemical sensing down to

the parts-per-billion range, but they require complex and expensive apparatus

and are unsuitable for the detection of [H+] in solution.

The proposed method is based on a fluorescent color-change chromophore

that we recently developed for wide-gamut lasing applications [119]. This

chromophore has a simple 3-ring aromatic structure with terminal pyridine

groups that are ideally situated for protonation. The fluorescence changes

from blue to orange upon protonation, while maintaining a quantum efficiency

in excess of 30%, allowing facile detection of protons via a ratiometric method

as opposed to fluorescence quenching. This makes the detection scheme

robust against photobleaching or fluctuations in the excitation source. By
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Table 5.1: The LoDs, type, and methods of acid sensors reported. Reprinted
with permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright 2021 Ameri-
can Chemical Society.

LoD Type Method Citation
5.7 muM (lactic acid) Calculated Electrochemical [222]
10−4 M (acetic acid) Measured Colorimetric [223]
0.13 µmol/l (ascorbic
acid)

Calculated Fluorescence in-
tensity

[224]

0.1 µM (folic acid) Calculated Electrochemical [217]
0.1 µM (ascorbic acid,
uric acid)

Calculated Electrochemical [218]

44 ppb (picric acid) Calculated Fluorimetric [225]
1.6 µmol/l (uric acid) Calculated Fluorescent [211]
10 µM (lithocholic
acid)

ExperimentalOptical transi-
tion

[226]

0.15 µM (ascorbic
acid)

Calculated Fluorescence [227]

15.12 µ (ascorbic acid) Calculated Electrochemical [221]
0.5 µM (ascorbic acid) Calculated Colorimetric [228]
37 nM (hypochlorous
acid)

Calculated Ratiometric flu-
orescence

[229]

30.6 nM (hypobro-
mous acid)

Calculated Fluorescence [230]

0.8 nM (picric acid) Calculated Fluorescence [231]
1 nM (salicylic acid in
living cell)

Calculated Fluorescence [220]

11.6 nM (okadaic
acid)

Calculated Colorimetric [219]

0.093 µM (picric acid) Calculated Fluorescence [232]
10 nM (ascorbic acid) Calculated Fluorescence [233]
0.1 µM (uric acid) Calculated Electrochemical [234]
5.8 µM (folic acid) Calculated Fluorescence [235]
5 µM (ascorbic acid) Calculated Fluorescence [236]
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combining these key advantages with a “super-enhancement” via partitioning

into microdroplets, we will demonstrate a simple, robust, and extremely

sensitive [H+] sensor with a limit of detection well into the picomolar regime.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Synthesis of np-P4VB

The synthesis and molecular characterization of the conjugated organic chro-

mophore [bis(4-pyridyl)dineopentoxyl-p-phenyl-enedivinylene (np-P4VB)]

followed the method we described in detail in Ref. [119]. This synthesis

resulted in several hundred mg of np-P4VB, which appears as a fluorescent

yellow powder. The as-synthesized np-P4VB was used directly for the

formation of fluorescent octanol microdroplets.

5.2.2 Preparation of fluorescent microdroplets

The solution used to form the fluorescent droplets (solution A) follows estab-

lished solvent-exchange methods [241], [242] but in this case it employed a

mixture of octanol, ethanol, and water at a volume ratio of 3:50:50 with either

0.23 mM or 0.023 mM np-P4VB dissolved into the mixture. The ethanol

works as the co-solvent for the otherwise largely immiscible water-octanol

combination. Solution A was then injected into the fluid analysis chamber

as the first step. The chamber consisted of a hydrophobic silicon wafer

functionalized with 95% octadecyl-trichlorosilane [243] (Acros Organic, USA)

affixed to the bottom of a solvent exchange chamber with a glass viewing

window (Fig. 5.1). Then octanol-saturated water from a Milli-Q water pu-

rification system (saturation obtained by shaking the water-octanol solution

periodically over four days and extracting the water with a syringe; solution

B) was injected to replace solution A. At the mixing front between solution

A and solution B, there is an octanol oversaturation leading to the nucleation

of octanol droplets on the chamber surface. The saturation limit for octanol
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in water is 0.3 g/L at room temperature so solution B was first saturated

with octanol to avoid the dissolution of the octanol droplets. The np-P4VB

is expected to partition preferentially into the droplets because it has a

higher saturated concentration in octanol as compared to ethanol, and it is

insoluble in water. Thus, the concentration of the dye in droplets is based on

the partition between bulk Solution A phase and octanol droplets (Solution B).

Solution A was first pumped into the chamber until it was full, and then

solution B was pumped in, leaving small fluorescent droplets of solution A

scattered over the silicon substrate. Finally, solution C (the analyte) was

pumped into the chamber at a rate of 15 mL/h. Solution C is the analyte,

composed of salicylic acid (IUPAC name: 2-hydrobenzoic acid) dissolved at

various concentrations in milli-Q water saturated with octanol.

5.2.3 Final preparation and sensing measurements

The droplet fluorescence was monitored on a Nikon TE2000e inverted

epifluorescence microscope using a 405-nm LED as the excitation source and

a Sony model α6400 digital camera to record color images. Analysis of the

images was done using an open-source image-processing software (ImageJ

[244]).

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Calibration

We first needed to calibrate the fluorescence response of np-P4VB as a

function of its concentration in octanol (Fig. 5.2). This calibration permits

an independent measurement of the unknown np-P4VB concentration that

partitions into the octanol phase. Fig. 5.2a shows a blacklight photograph of

several vials of octanol with np-P4VB concentrations ranging from 2.3 mM

to 11.5 mM. With increasing dye concentration, the solution turns from pale
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental procedure. (a) Analysis chamber
containing solution A with the functionalized silicon substrate (black). (b)
After solution B is pumped into the chamber, the fluorescent droplets form on
the substrate. (c) After solution C is pumped into the chamber, the analyte
in the solution is extracted into the droplets which accordingly change their
fluorescence spectrum. Reprinted with permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1,
245–252. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Photograph of several vials of np-P4VB illuminated under a
blacklight, at concentrations ranging from 0.0023 to 11.5 mM. (b) The corre-
sponding photoluminescence spectra; (c) The measured signal, S, along with
the fit calibration curve (a). A model of the np-P4VB molecular structure is
shown in the inset. The errors were obtained as described in the Appendix
C. Reprinted with permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright
2021 American Chemical Society.

blue to an emerald green (the corresponding fluorescence spectra shown in

Fig. 5.2b). The droplets were imaged from the same direction as the light

source (the top) in order to minimize inner filter effects which can change

the apparent emission color by self absorption. We then constructed a dye

concentration calibration curve by fitting the data to a power law given

by S=aCb
P4V B+c where a, b, and c are fitting parameters and CP4V B is

the dye concentration. The signal S is represented by R/(R+G+B) where

R, G, and B are the pixel intensities in the red, green, and blue image

channels, respectively (see the Appendix C for how the pixels were selected

and averaged, and for a description of the errors). The model fits the data

well with a = -0.18, b = 0.06, and c = 0.75 (Fig. 5.2c), allowing unknown

np-P4VB concentrations to be found by analyzing the fluorescence color of

the as-prepared octanol droplets.

When salicylic acid is added to the octanol, the np-P4VB dye turns
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Figure 5.3: (a) Blacklight fluorescence photograph showing ten vials of octanol
containing 7.41 mM np-P4VB. Salicylic acid was added at concentrations from
Co = 0 to 100 mM, as labeled on each vial from left to right; (b) the correspond-
ing fluorescence spectra from the solutions in (a); (c) the calibration curve from
the RGB intensity analysis of the vials in (a) fit using S = aLog(bCo+z), with
the parameters a = 0.11, b = 214.18, and z = 1.08 (a). Panels (d-f) show the
same information for 1.46 mM dye concentration, where the fitting parameters
in (f) were a = 0.09, b = 279.08, and z = 0.92. Reprinted with permission from
ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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from pale blue through pale green and eventually toward yellow, as the

acid concentration increases (Fig. 5.3). The color change results from the

protonation of the terminal pyridine groups and the resulting changes in the

HOMO and LUMO energy levels of np-P4VB [204]. In order to determine

the concentrations of salicylic acid into the droplets, we need to perform a

second color calibration. The color shift signal is shown for two different

dye concentrations (7.41 mM and 1.46 mM, in accordance with the dye

concentrations in the droplets discussed below, as determined from the

first calibration). With the signal defined in the same way as before, we

obtain the salicylic acid calibration, which was then fit with a model given

by S = a·Log(bCo+z), where Co is the concentration of salicylic acid in

water-saturated octanol, and a, b, and z are fitting parameters. The model is

not intended to have physical meaning but does provide a reasonably good

fit to the calibration data, and thus allows the concentration of salicylic acid

to be estimated from a color analysis of the droplet fluorescence images.

We also verified the emission colors and spectra for the different excitation

wavelengths used (e.g., the blacklight, whose spectrum peaks around 370 nm,

vs. the 405 nm LED) and found no meaningful differences.

5.3.2 Analysis of sensing dynamics

The octanol droplets (from Solution A) in milli-Q water yielded a visible pale

blue fluorescence (Fig. 5.4, top left). As the salicylic acid solution (Solution C)

was pumped over the droplets, the fluorescence gradually changed to yellow

after a period of several minutes, indicating the protonation of np-P4VB in

the octanol droplets. The color change occurred slowly at first, followed by

an increasing rate of change toward the eventual saturation of the yellow

emission. The intensities in the blue and green channels decreased over this

time, whereas the intensity in red channel started at zero and increased over

5 minutes (Fig. 5.4, rows 2-4). The sensing signal was defined in the same

way as previously (i.e., S = R/(R+G+B)), permitting a time-dependent

measurement of Co, the salicylic acid concentration in the droplets via the
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Figure 5.4: Fluorescence microscope images of fluorescent octanol droplets as
flowing water with salicylic acid (Cw = 10−3 M; Solution C) was pumped over
them. The np-P4VB concentration in the droplets was found to be CP4V B

= 1.03 mM from the calibration curve in Fig. 5.2. The images were taken
over a period of 5 minutes from the start of the fluid flow. These droplets
ranged from approximately 4 to 20 micrometers in diameter. Reprinted with
permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright 2021 American
Chemical Society.

calibration curve in Fig. 5.3b.

At saturation, the fluorescence images in Fig. 5.4 (last column) avail a

measure of the acid partition coefficient for salicylic acid, according to Po/w

= Co/Cw (where as before Co and Cw are the concentrations of acid in the

octanol droplet and the original aqueous phase, respectively, and Po/w is the

partition coefficient). From a color analysis of in Fig. 5.4 (top right image) in

which Cw was 1 mM, the acid concentration in the droplet was Co = 495 mM,

yielding a partition coefficient of Po/w = 251, in reasonably good agreement

with a previously published value 224 for salicylic acid in the octanol-water

system [245]. The observed color was independent of the dimensions of the

droplet, which is unlike the case for absorption-based colorimetric imaging

[223].
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By converting the droplet colors to their corresponding acid concentration,

we find that the time dependent acid concentration follows a sigmoidal curve

with an onset delay followed by an increasing concentration change, and

then eventually saturating near 192 and 90 mM, for Cw = 10−4 and 10−6 M,

respectively (Fig. 5.5). There was a clear, monotonic droplet size dependence

of this process, with which occurred more quickly for the smallest droplets.

A simple model was derived for the time dependence of Ct as a function of

the droplet size, where several mechanisms were expected to contribute to

the acid concentration in the droplet. First, there will be a delay time t0 as

Solution C is pumped into the chamber and replaces Solution B. Next, the

boundary between solution B and C will not be a step function, but is instead

a diffusive mixing region that will take some time to flow past the droplets.

This depends on the mixing zone length and the fluid speed in the chamber

(1.05 mm/s). Then once the droplet is exposed to a certain aqueous acid

concentration, there is diffusion-driven mass transport of acid from the aque-

ous phase into the octanol droplet. Finally, the larger droplets will respond

more slowly because of their larger volume and smaller surface-to-volume ratio.

To calculate the time dependence of the concentration, the mixing region

was assumed to follow the one-dimensional diffusion equation. Obviously, the

diffusion rate will be increased owing to the flow, which has Reynolds numbers

of approximately 5 and 100 for the chamber and tubing, respectively, and is

thus expected to be laminar [246], [247]. The mass transport is routinely mod-

eled as a first-order reaction given by dCt/dT = AK/V (Po/wCw–Co), where Ct

is the acid concentration in the droplet at time t, A and V are the surface area

and volume of a droplet, respectively, K is the mass transfer coefficient, and

as before Po/w is Co/Cw,. This yields Ct/Co = 1–exp(−KtA/V ) after integra-

tion, where as before Co is the saturation concentration in the octanol droplet

(i.e., the value at the plateau of the curves in Fig. 5.5). These considerations

yield:
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Figure 5.5: The relationship between the droplet concentration Ct and pump-
ing time (minutes) for (a) 10−4 M and (b) 10−6 M salicylic acid in water, for
several different droplet diameters (see the legends). The lines represent the
best linear least squares fit from Eq. (5.1). The dye concentration in the
droplets was 7.41 mM. Reprinted with permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1,
245–252. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.
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In Eq. (5.1), B is a scaling parameter, v is the flow velocity, t0 is the time

for the center of the mixing region to reach the droplet and yield a detectable

color change, D is the effective diffusion coefficient for the acid in aqueous

solution (Solutions B and C), t is the pumping time, and R is the droplet

radius. The data in Fig. 5.5 were then fit with Eq. (5.1), with the free

variables B, D, K, and t0.

Eq. (5.1) fits the experimental data reasonably well overall (Fig. 5.5). The

fitting parameters are summarized in the Appendix C, from which several

observations can be made. First, the scaling pre-factor is similar for all sizes

within each Cw, indicating that the saturated acid-in-droplet concentration

Co is effectively the same regardless of the droplet diameter. The delay times

are close to the estimate obtained from the flow rate and the experimental

dimensions (tubing and chamber lengths) but increase for the larger droplets

because t0 also depends on the ability to detect a signal from acid diffusing

into proportionally larger droplets, an idea in accordance with previous

colorimetric studies [223]. The effective diffusion coefficient for salicylic
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acid in the aqueous solution was within the range of low 10−5 m2/s in the

model fits, which is about 4 orders of magnitude higher than the published

value [248], [249]. The observed variations were likely due to experimental

uncertainties (e.g., physically connecting the tubing to different syringes

when switching solutions), but in general the high values are in agreement

with a flow-related increase in the effective diffusion rate [250]. Despite the

approximate nature of the model and the noise in the time-dependent data,

there is good overall conformity with trend of the data (Fig. 5.5).

5.3.3 Measured partition coefficients

We next analyzed how the measured partition coefficients depend on the

aqueous acid concentration Cw. The published partition coefficient for

salicylic acid in the octanol-water is 224, which is similar to the value of Po/w

= 251 that we obtain from the fluorescence analysis of the droplets at high

Cw (Fig. 5.6b) [245]. However, the super partitioning of acid into the droplet

is readily apparent in Fig. 5.6a, which plots Co vs. Cw for two different

values of CP4V B. For all tested Cw, the saturated droplet concentration Co

was always larger for the higher dye concentration, implying that the dye

enhances the partitioning of salicylic acid. Moreover, lower values of Cw lead

to a significantly greater measured partition coefficient (Fig. 5.6b), which

reaches values as high as 1.00 × 106 when Cw is 10 nM. Importantly, this

enhancement can improve the limit of detection by similar orders of magnitude.

While the situation is complicated by the equilibria associated with the

double protonation of the np-P4VB and the possible formation of various in-

termediates or associates, one can make a simple approximation by assuming

that the np-P4VB will simply “lock away” a fraction of the dissociated pro-

tons via protonation of its terminal pyridines. Accordingly, one can write an

effective partition, Peff , as

Peff = Po/w +m · (CP4V B/Cw)a (5.2)
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Figure 5.6: (a) The relationship between Co (the acid concentration in the
octanol droplets) and Cw (the acid concentration in water). The errors in Cw
were assumed to be negligible. (b) The corresponding partition coefficients.
The model fit is given by Eq. 2 with m =63.91, and a =0.77 for the 7.41 mM
solution. For the CP4V B = 1.46 mM, the fitting parameters were m = 47.21,
and a = 0.72. The errors in Log(Peff ) were smaller than the data points.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright
2021 American Chemical Society.

where m is an efficiency factor and CP4V B is the dissolved dye concentra-

tion. Based on the published pKa = 2.97 for salicylic acid, aqueous free proton

concentrations are about 1000 times lower than Cw; further, each np-P4VB

molecule can accept two protons, leading to an additional enhancement of the

droplet partition coefficent. By performing a linear-least-squares fit of Eq.

(5.2) to the measured partition coefficients, we obtain the model lines shown

in Fig. 5.6b. When Cw is higher than CP4V B, there is so much acid that the

enhanced partitioning associated with the dye becomes negligible, as can be

seen from the flattening of the curves toward the expected value at high Cw

in Fig. 5.6b and its eventual saturation at Po/w =∼ 260, which is fairly close

to the previously published value of 224 [245]. However, when CP4V B>>Cw,

then the presence of so much excess np-P4VB significantly enhances the

partitioning of the acid into the droplet.

The super-partitioning effect could significantly lower the detection limit

for fluorescent droplet-based sensing schemes. In order to verify this idea, we

attempted to experimentally detect an aqueous acid concentration of 1 nM.
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From the above discussion, one might expect that a high CP4V B is desirable,

but there is a trade-off against the ability to detect the fluorescence color

shift. In other words, high CP4V B enhances the super-partitioning effect, but

it also means that more acid is required to protonate the minimum detectable

fraction yellow-emitting dye molecules. In fact, from Fig. 5.6 we observe

about a three-times enhancement of the partition for a tenfold increase in the

dye concentration.

5.3.4 Limit of detection

The enhanced partitioning effect could lower the detection limit for fluorescent-

droplet-based sensing schemes. To verify this, we attempted to experimentally

detect an aqueous acid concentration of 1 nM. From the above discussion, one

might expect that a high CP4V B is desirable, but there is a trade-off against

the ability to detect the fluorescence color shift. In other words, high CP4V B

enhances the partitioning, but it also means that more acid is required to

protonate the minimum detectable yellow-emitting fraction of dye molecules.

To find an estimate of the LoD for this system, we therefore made two

changes. We attempted to measure Cw = 1 nM, with an estimated CP4V B

concentration of 0.031 mM. For small levels of protonation, the color shift is

correspondingly small and appears mainly in the green channel, as can be

observed in Fig. 5.3b,e, where the initial response to the acid is a shift toward

the green (which is then followed by the appearance of the orange emission

peak). Therefore, for such low acid concentrations, we defined the signal as

G/B. The response of this signal to Cw = 1 nM is shown in Fig. 5.7, over a

25-minute period from the initial injection of Solution C. Compared to the

blank (Millipore water only), we find a clear increase in the sensing signal

over this time frame. Obviously, the change becomes larger for longer times

and may eventually lead to a sigmoidal curve as observed for much higher

acid concentrations in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: The sensing signal (G/B) as a function of time with Cw = 1 nM
and CP4V B = 0.031 mM compared to a control (milliPore water). The droplet
diameter was 15 µm. The errors are from 4 independent measurements, in this
case of a single pixel, as explained in the text. Reprinted with permission from
ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

The LoD can be estimated from 3σnoise/S, where σnoise is the uncertainty

in the signal (see Appendix C) and S is the sensitivity, which is estimated from

the magnitude of the change in the signal between the sample and the blank.

Accordingly, after 25 minutes and using a single image pixel, we find that S =

0.045 nM−1 and σnoise is 0.002. With these values, the LoD is 1.3×10−10 M. If

we instead find the signal by averaging over 100 image pixels from the center of

the vials, the noise was lowered to 0.0005 and the resulting LoD is 3.1× 10−11

M. This is significantly better than previous fluorescence-sensing-based strate-

gies for acid detection [219], [220], [222], and is even competitive with chemical

sensing by more advanced and expensive methods such as surface enhanced

Raman scattering for the detection of fluorescent dyes [240]. We repeated

the process for a higher np-P4VB concentration, and obtained a slightly

poorer LoD of 1.5× 10−9 M, implying that the lower np-P4VB concentration

better balanced the competing effects described previously. Potentially even

lower LoDs might be obtained if the dye concentration were further optimized.
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5.4 Final comments

The data suggest that the presence of the np-P4VB in the droplet is responsible

for the enhanced partitioning of the acid. In all cases we found that the more

dye was present in the droplet, the greater the resulting partition coefficient.

However, the equilibrium concentrations of acid in the droplet were higher than

expected based on the amount of dye present. For example, for Cw = 0.1 mM

and CP4V B = 7.41 mM, we found that the acid concentration was Co = 192

mM. We had initially expected that the acid concentration enhancement might

simply be found from bulk partition coefficient and the addition of twice the

dye concentration because of the two protonation sites. This would yield an

expected Co = PliteratureCw+2CP4V B = 224(0.1mM)+2(7.41mM) = 37.2mM ,

in comparison to the obtained value of 192 mM, for an additional unexpected

enhancement by a factor of 5. This might be at least in part attributed to

an error in the calibrations attributed from the IFE, although we made every

effort to minimize this effect as described previously. Moreover, there is con-

vincing evidence for association-related enhancement of the solute partition in

water-octanol systems [251], [252] and for clustering or association during pro-

tonation of pyridine groups specifically [253]. We thus speculate that similar

behavior may occur at the np-P4VB-terminal pyridine groups in the slightly

acidified octanol droplets. Finally, we briefly comment on the trade-off be-

tween throughput and LoD. This sensor concept was designed for minimizing

the LoD, which in general has a trade-off with respect to throughput for prac-

tical sensing applications. Here, one analysis takes ca. 5-20 min to perform

depending on the degree of sensitivity required, whereas simply by infusing our

dye into filter papers we can easily perform acid sensing well into the sub-mM

regime in a matter of seconds. However, the LoD for the droplet-based sensing

shown here is far lower and is one of the lowest reported for fluorescence-based

sensors.
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5.5 Conclusion

Droplet-based chemical sensing depends on the preferential partitioning of

the analyte from the bulk phase into the droplet. The fluorescent droplet

methods developed here are not subject to optical thickness color variations in

comparison to previous methods. Strictly speaking, the detection apparatus

needs to consist only of an objective lens and a consumer camera. This is

possible because color-change fluorescence, as opposed to quenching, offers

the ability to perform a ratiometric analysis from color images, increasing

the ease of use and resulting in stable and repeatable sensing performance.

We demonstrated that fluorescent droplets, when incorporating a specially

prepared dye, can lower the LoD by more than 6 orders of magnitude

compared to droplet-based colorimetric methods, and established by a fairly

wide margin, to the best of our knowledge, the lowest detection limit reported

for droplet- based optical sensing technologies. Moreover, we demonstrate

detection from an aqueous analyte, which is important for certain applications.

Droplet-based sensing schemes appear to have the potential to compete

with or even exceed the ability of much more complicated and expensive

methods, such as surface-enhanced Raman scattering, to detect exceptionally

low concentrations of the desired analyte. The method could be readily

extended to other analytes; for example, the np-P4VB molecule is also

sensitive to a small number of other cations (specifically Zn2+ and Cd2+),

which cause fluorescence color changes into green or yellow, respectively [119].

Although this would require careful calibration to avoid cross sensitivity to

these two cations, other color-change chromophores could, in principle, be

designed for specific analytes using the same principles as those explored here.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future works

6.1 Summary

The main objective of this work was to study the optical performance and

sensing applications of distyrylbenzene-related fluorophore (P4VB). In the first

part, we reviewed the basic photophysics of organic fluorophores. The history

of distyrylbenzene-related P4VB-type derivatives was summarized and their

properties were compared to those of P4VB to understand its optical and sens-

ing performance.

Chapter 2 mainly discussed the experimental methods used in the research

work. The methods used for the optical measurements, such as fluorescence,

absorption, QY, and TRPL, as well as the preparation methods, were discussed

in more detail than was done in the publications in order to help make the

work more reproducible. I also described some of the difficulties encountered,

such as the photobleaching effects from the LED light source while attempting

sensing measurements, and how these difficulties were handled.

Chapters 3 to chapter 5 were published papers about P4VB. Chapter 3

focused on a large color shift of P4VB under exposure to different local en-

vironments and described a P4VB-metal organic framework system. In that

chapter, the basic characterization of P4VB was performed, and then it was

utilized as an organic linker for Zn-based MOF. This system has a highly po-

larized fluorescence because of the alignment of P4VB along the MOF axis,
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and the MOF crystals also showed a strong fluorescence color change when

exposed to acid vapor.

Chapter 4 focused on a gas sensing application of P4VB. That work de-

veloped a P4VB-infused paper-based CO2 sensor with a high sensitivity and

simple design. The sensing mechanism was based on the formation of carbonic

acid from CO2 and water; the resulting protonation and associated fluorescence

color shift of the P4VB resulted in the sensing signal. The ratiometric spectral

analysis method minimizes the effects of photobleaching from the LED light

source. The P4VB-infused paper sensor could detect (100 ppm (experimental)

and 5.7 ppm of CO2 (calculated)) and has a response time of ∼1 minute.

Chapter 5 discussed the sensing performance of P4VB-loaded oil droplets.

P4VB was incorporated in octanol to form fluorescent droplets. Sensing was

strongly enhanced by the large partition coefficient of the analyte (salicylic

acid) between the surrounding water and the oil droplets. The salicylic acid

is partitioned into oil phase from the water phase and concentrated inside

the small droplets, lowering the overall limit of detection by orders of magni-

tude. The LoD was lowest among reported droplet-based sensing technologies.

6.2 Future work

Leading from the work in this thesis, the next main project to be embarked

upon is to see if P4VB can be functionalized for binding to proteins for bio-

logical sensing and imaging applications. The project was initially started as

a spin-off from my work, and led already to one publication in Nano Letters,

on which I was the fourth author [254]. Currently we are binding P4VB inside

live cells and find that it penetrates the cell and binds to actin filaments and

other cellular structures. The hope is that P4VB may serve as a pH sensor

inside the cell, allowing one to measure subtle changes in pH character (for

example, between healthy cells and cancer cells). The results so far are pre-
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liminary and we do not yet know whether this idea will work or not, but if so,

it could have a fairly profound influence in terms of the kinds of data one can

report in biological imaging.

The second direction enabled from this thesis is in the area of droplet-

based fluorescence sensing. Obviously, P4VB is not the only fluorophore that

could capitalize from the partition coefficient between an aqueous analyte and

a liquid droplet. I am currently working with PDFs Razieh Firouji Haji and

Maryam Aghajamali (University of Calgary) to show a similar drastic improve-

ment of the sensing capacity with graphene quantum dots in dichlorobenzene

droplets, for ultrasensitive detection of nitro-aromatics. So far, this work is

proving successful and a manuscript is in submission on which I am the lead

author.

At minimum, these two directions appear to be rewarding avenues for fur-

ther study. While organic fluorophores have been widely studied and investi-

gated for a very long time, the richness of organic chemistry and the ability to

do so much with molecular fluorophores implies that it will be fertile ground

for decades to come.
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Appendix A

A metal-organic framework
with color-switching and
strongly polarized emission:
Supplemental information
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Figure A.1: Crystals of TDC-MOF-8 formed in reaction of 4 mM solution of
Zn(NO3)2 in DMF with equimolar amounts of H2TDC and np-P4VB in pres-
ence of 3% (w/w) acetic acid at 70oC. Left - in transmitted polarized light
mode; right – under incident non-polarized illumination. The right picture is
slightly shifted down about 1/5 from the left picture. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.

Figure A.2: Decay dynamics for np-P4VB in various solvents (listed in the
legends). The x-axis unit is nanoseconds. Reprinted with permission from
Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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Figure A.3: PXRD-patterns of as-made TDC-MOF-8, guest-free TDC-MOF-8
before and after re-solvation with DEF. Reprinted with permission from Chem.
Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Figure A.4: SEM image of fine-crystalline sample of TDC-MOF-8 after treat-
ment with HCl vapors and the results of EDX analysis. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.
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Figure A.5: PXRD patterns of the as-made TDC-MOF-8 before and after
treatment with HCl vapors. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater.
2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Figure A.6: Fluorescence image of two mof plates during fuming in HCl. The
smaller one shows a larger color change in the same time frame. The larger
square platelet has a side length of 33 µm. Reprinted with permission from
Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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Figure A.7: HIM image of a cluster of MOFs. The layered wafer-like structure
within the platelets can be observed. Reprinted with permission from Chem.
Mater. 2019, 31, 15, 5816–5823. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Appendix B

An Ultra-Sensitive Fluorescent
Paper-Based CO2 Sensor:
Supplemental information

Synthesis of 2,5-dimethoxy-1,4-bis[2-(4-pyridyl)ethenyl]benzene (me-P4VB)

was performed according to literature procedure [Y. Iwase, K. Kamada, K.

Ohta, K. Kondo, J. Mater. Chem. 2003, 13, 1575 – 1581]. The precipitate

formed in the reaction was filtered off using Büchner funnel followed by

washing with small portions of methanol. Re-crystallization was carried

out by dissolving the crude material in DMSO at 100°C to get a saturated

solution followed by cooling to room temperature.

Relative shifts (∆, ppm) of different 1H groups upon protonation of

np-P4VB: α-Py-H (0.238), β-Py-H (0.594), -CH2=CH2- (0.364 and 0.340),

Ar-H (0.165), O-CH2-(0.074), t-Bu(0.013).

Protonation of np-P4VB is an equilibrium reaction but it is driven to

completeness upon addition of excess strong acid such as trifluoroacetic

(TFA). The blue trace in Fig.B.5 corresponds to a twofold protonated form

of np-P4VB and is characterized by a noticeable low-field shift of the signals

in the aromatic region. Further addition of TFA does not cause any further

shift of the signals.
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Figure B.1: (a) Fluorescence image of np-P4VB crystals under a violet LED.
(b) When exposed to 12M HCl vapor, the color shifted from green to orange.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18,
20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Figure B.2: Structure of Me-P4VB and the signals assignment in its NMR
spectra. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020,
12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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Figure B.3: 1H NMR (300 MHz) spectrum of me-P4VB in CDCl3/methanol-d4
mixture after recrystallization from DMSO. Reprinted with permission from
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020
American Chemical Society.

Figure B.4: Structure of np-P2VB and the signals assignment in its NMR
spectra.
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Figure B.5: 1H NMR (400 MHz) /top/ and 13C NMR (100 MHz) /bottom/
spectra of np-P2VB in CDCl3. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl.
Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chem-
ical Society.
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Figure B.6: Non-normalized Fluorescence spectra showing bleaching over 30
minutes 365-nm light exposure of np-P4VB-infused filter paper. Reprinted
with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513.
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Figure B.7: Structure of np-P4VB and the signals assignment in its NMR
spectra
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Figure B.8: 1H NMR (300 MHz) spectra of np-P4VB in methanol-d4 before
(red) and after addition of trifluoroacetic acid (blue) and the corresponding
photographs (left to right) representing the colour of the solutions. Reprinted
with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513.
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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Table B.1: Sensing properties of the paper-based sensor. Reprinted with per-
mission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copy-
right 2020 American Chemical Society.

Method Sensing
signal

LoD (%) Response
time (s)

Recovery
time (s)

Ref.

Carbonic acid Intensity 0.0006(calc),
0.01(means.)

<100 <100 This
work

The low-field shift can be explained by a strong delocalization of the pos-

itive charge throughout the entire π-conjugated system as well as by an en-

hanced conjugation upon protonation. This is in line with our earlier quantum-

chemical investigations [H. Wang, S. I. Vagin, S. Lane, W. Lin, V. Shyta, W.

R. Heinz, C. Van Dyck, A. J. Bergren, K. Gardner, B. Rieger, A. Meldrum,

Chem. Mater. 2019, 31, 5816-5823]. The strongest influence is observed for

the vinylene doublets and β-Py multiplet. For weak acids, one can expect

an incomplete protonation of np-P4VB also with excess acid. Protonated

and non-protonated forms of np-P4VB are in equilibrium, and a fast proton

exchange between molecules (relative to the NMR time scale) leads to the av-

eraged chemical shifts from several species. This is the case for interaction of

np-P4VB with CO2-H2O (certain amount of water is present in the deuterated

solvent) shown below. Only the signals of protons that are outmost influenced

by the protonation of pyridine end-groups indicate some detectable shift to-

ward low field. This allows to conclude that most of the np-P4VB material

remains non- protonated under the applied conditions. However, a higher de-

gree of protonation by CO2 can be achieved in diluted solutions and can be

monitored by UV-Vis or PL spectroscopy.
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Figure B.9: 1H NMR (300 MHz) spectra of ca. 10 mM np-P4VB (aromatic re-
gion) in methanol-d4 before (red) and after pressurizing with 9 bar CO2 (blue)
and the corresponding photographs (left to right) representing the colour of
the solutions. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces
2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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Figure B.10: UV-Vis spectra of ca. 5×10−5 M np-P4VB solution in MeOH-
20%H2O (black solid line), after bubbling CO2 for a few seconds (black dotted
line, atmospheric pressure), leaving the cuvette open for 5 min (red line), 15
min (green line) and 30 min (blue line). Upon release of CO2 from solution,
its concentration decreases and the equilibrium shifts towards non-protonated
np-P4VB. Notice that the spectral changes here feature isobestic points, in
contrast to PL spectra shown in the manuscript. It is thus indicative that
the spectral changes occurring to the np-P4VB-infused paper sensor upon
interaction with CO2 have solvatochromic origin. Reprinted with permission
from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020
American Chemical Society.

Figure B.11: PL spectra of 0.01 mM P4VB solutions in ethanol (1 mL) with
an increasing number of 10 µL droplets of nominally 12 mM HCl (on going
from violet to red) for (a) np-P4VB, (b) np-P2VB, and (c) me-P4VB. The
acid sensing performance, as shown by the decrease of the blue peak and
increase of the red one, is clearly superior for np-P4VB and it is the worst for
Np-P2VB. Note that photobleaching and protonation happen concomitantly,
so sensing must be performed ratiometrically as shown in the main paper.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18,
20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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Figure B.12: PL spectra from me-P4VB-infused paper with different CO2 con-
centrations from 0% to 66% for (a) me-P4VB and (b) np-P2VB, respectively.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12, 18,
20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

Figure B.13: Sensorgrams for of 1% CO2. The orange line is the same as
that shown in Fig. 6a of the main manuscript. Sensor regeneration with N2

using a high flow rate (4.5 NL/h) yielded a shorter recovery time than for the
lower flow rate of 2 NL/h. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 2020, 12, 18, 20507–20513. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society.
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Appendix C

Ultrasensitive picomolar
detection of aqueous acids in
microscale fluorescent droplets:
Supplemental information

C.1 Errors and uncertainties

The errors and uncertainties from all figures represent the standard deviation

of the sensing signals from four droplets with similar sizes. We chose four

fluorescent octanol droplets with similar sizes in the fluorescence microscope

image. The microscope image was split into the red, green, and blue channels

by using Image J software. Then we chose one or a group of about 100 pixels

on the center of one octanol droplet to get the pixel intensity in red, green,

and blue channel. The signal S will be defined as R/(R+G+B). The error bars

in the graphs represent the standard deviation of four independent measure-

ments on different droplets. In the concentration measurements (i.e., Fig. 5

in main text) the errors represent the standard deviation from four measure-

ments of the concentration (obtained by measuring S and concerting to Co via

the calibration curves). The error in the partition coefficients were found by

calculating Po/w four times from the four concentration measurements) and

finding the standard deviation. We further note that the calibration curves

are based on equations that were selected to fit closely to the known data

points in order to extract concentrations at signal levels between the calibra-
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tion values. Because the protonation goes through at least two equilibria and

is likely accompanied by associate formation, the chemical system was judged

too complicated to permit a physically-derived model that could completely

describe the system. The error (and thus the LoD also) could be decreased

by averaging over a greater number of image pixels from the droplet images.

To be somewhat conservative, we tried initially taking only a single pixel near

the center of the droplet, but if instead we average over 100 pixels the error

decreased by approximately one order of magnitude.

C.2 Repeating the LoD calculation

The LoD for acid sensing when using a higher np-P4VB concentration (1.46

mM) can be estimated in the same way as described in the main text. Here,

however, we took the lowest measured concentration at Cw = 10−8 M in order

to extrapolate the LoD. The sensitivity S was estimated from the difference

in the sensing signals between 10−8 M salicylic acid and the blank, both after

25 minutes. The calculated LoD was 1.5 x 10−9 M, which is somewhat worse

than that from lower np-P4VB concentration.

C.3 Droplet size distribution

The droplet size distribution was obtained by manually measuring the droplet

diameters with ImageJ and calibrating the pixel counts using the image scale

bars. The resulting size distribution with a lognormal fit is shown in Fig. C.2.

The mean is 10.0 micrometers with a standard deviation of 3.8 micrometers.
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Figure C.1: The relationship between the sensing signal (G/B) and time for
a sample of CP4V B = 1.46 mM with Cw = 10 nM and a blank. The diameter
of the droplets was about 15 µm. Reprinted with permission from ACS Sens.
2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

Table C.1: Model fitting parameters for droplets of various diameters, for two
concentrations of salicylic acid in water (Cw). Reprinted with permission from
ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

Diameter Scaling B K (m/s) t0 (s) D (m2/s)
(Cw=10−4M)
4.1 µm 0.192 6.15×10−7 377 3.24×10−5

5.6 µm 0.193 5.51×10−7 464 1.02×10−5

7.2 µm 0.193 7.91×10−7 587 1.07×10−5

8.4 µm 0.193 7.41×10−7 763 1.04×10−5

13.1 µm 0.198 9.50×10−7 763 1.04×10−5

(Cw=10−6M)
5.3 µm 0.090 6.97×10−7 341 1.26×10−5

6.3 µm 0.091 7.47×10−7 422 1.59×10−5

7.2 µm 0.091 6.94×10−7 529 1.15×10−5

9.4 µm 0.091 7.62×10−7 621 1.19×10−5

11.2 µm 0.093 8.31×10−7 762 1.04×10−5
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Figure C.2: The histogram of the size distribution obtained from 150 droplets.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Sens. 2022, 7, 1, 245–252. Copyright
2021 American Chemical Society.
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